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PREFACE 

In the first progress report comments and suggest ions 
concerning the analytical procedures to be used in the study were 
solicited from the reader. There were a significant number o f  
replies , many of which contained valid points and well reasoned 
arguments in support of alternate approaches. The authors would 
like to take this opportunity to express their app reciation to all 
those who have taken time and effort to prepare comment s. Many of 
the suggestions have been incorporated into  the study , as the present 
report will indicate. 

As with the first  report the analytical procedures discussed 
in this paper are not necessarily the f inal ones to be used. Suggestions 
for alternative approaches will be given due consideration and will  be 
incorporated in the s tudy if they show promise of more accurate results 
or increased efficiency. 

Readers who have suggestions to make are urged to do so as 
soon as possible. As the study progresses , dec isions must be made , 
many of which are irreversible. Suggestions received on portions of 
the study which have already been completed cannot be assessed from the 
same viewpoint as those received on por t ions of the study which have 
yet to be comp leted. 
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AN ANALYSIS O F  THE USE O F  A I RCRAFT 

FOR 

FOREST F IRE SU PPRESS ION: MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

by 

A .  J .  Simard1 and R .  B .  Forster2 

OBJECT I VES 

This paper is the second o f  a series o f  progress reports on an analysis o f  the 
use of a ircraft for forest fire suppression. The development and background o f  the 
projec t  to date is covered in detail in the first report (Simard , 1969 ) , and will no t 
be considered here . The purpose of this paper is a discuss ion of changes in obj ec tives 
and procedures which have occurred since the first report  was published , as well as 
new procedures which have been developed . In addition , those procedures which haven ' t  
been altered are summarized in this report so that it is complete by itself . As with 
the first report only general comments and procedures are presented . Detailed discus
sions and numerical results for specific topic s will be presented in separate papers 
as the individual analyses are completed . 

The overall obj ec t ive of the study is the development of computer oriented 
simulat ion models which will permit detailed analyses of aircraft operat ions with respect 
to forest fire contro l .  Some of the spec ific uses for which these analytical tools are 
being designed are : 

1 .  The determination o f  the optimum aircraft and types o f  opera t ion for 
any set o f  use conditions . 

2 .  The optimization o f  a n  aircraft fire suppression system for any 
administrative or geographic region . 

3. An analysis of the effects of changes to currently operating systems 
prior to the implementation of such changes . 

Undoubtedly once the · mode1s become operational more uses will develop .  For 
example the models could be adapted to : 

1 .  A dispatch training simulator 
2 .  An operational dispatch aid 
3. Research and development , wherein the effect iveness of a proposed new 

aircraft design could be tested prior to ac tual engineering development . 

The mos t  important development since the previous report has been the 
definition of more precise obj ective funct ions to replace those which served during the 
early stages of the study . As a resul t o f  these new obj ec t ive func tions the study has 
been reorganized to include a more rigorous cost-effec t iveness analysis. In its present 
configura t ion there are two obj ective funct ions : 

1 

2 

1 .  minimize suppression expenditures , and 
11. minimize area burned . 

Research Officer , Forest Fire Research Ins titute , Department o f  the Environment , Ottawa , 
Ontario . 

Economist , Forest  Economics Research Institute , Department o f  the Environment , Ottawa , 
Ontario . 
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Both of these  obj ective func tions are desirable goal s .  Unfo rtunately they are neither 
directly comparable or compatible . They are not comparable because units of measurement 
used in assessing the attainment of the firs t obj ec tive is monetary while the units used 
in assessing the attainment of the second obj ective is acres . Since forest land units 
cannot satisfac torily be measured in dollars at the present time , direct comparisons of 
results of the two approaches is not possible .  This will continue to be the case until 
more p recise and generally applicable methods of damage appraisal are developed . 

Even if comparable units of measurements were available the obj ectives are 
not compatible because the attainment of one is achieved at the expense of the other . 
Reducing area burned generally requires increased expenditures , whereas reducing 
expenditures generally inc reases area burned . In this study the approach will be to 
develop systems which minimize each obj ec tive independently, and then attempt  to resolve 
the dif ferences to achieve a balanced result . In carrying out this dual app roach each 
obj ective will be minimized within a reasonable constraint imposed by the other obj ective . 
This will eliminate the obvious but unsatisfactory solution to each approach , i . e . , reduce 
expenditures to zero while suppressing no fires and increase expenditures indefinitely in 
an attempt to immediately extinguish all fires . The constraints to be  used will be 
discussed under Economic Analysis . 

In addition to modifying certain analytical procedures both the analysis o f  
inputs t o  the study and the overall method o f  analysis have been reorganized along 
more functional lines . The new o rganizational structure is outlined in the Summary 
so that the reader can visualize the manner in which all of the various pieces  fit 
together . 
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I .  I NPUT PARAMETER ANALYSIS  

Prior to analyzing aircraf t systems , detailed investigations o f  several 
input parameters must  be completed . The input parameter analysis has been grouped into 
four broad classes , each of which contains a number of individual sub-proj ec t s .  The 
four classes are : 

1. fire behaviour and occurrence 
2.  effectiveness  of the ground suppression system 
3 .  economic analysis 
4 .  analysis of input parameters related to aircraft operations . 

1. Fire behaviour and occurrence 

A basic requirement for the analysis of any fire suppression system is a 
thorough understanding o f  and the ability to predict within reasonable limits the 
occurrence and behaviour of forest fires . Since the recently developed Canadian Forest 
Fire Weather Index (1970 )  will be one of the maj or components o f  the fire occurrence and 
fire growth models ,  a thorough analysis o f  this index and it ' s relationship to fire 
behavior is neces sary . This section is divided into four parts : 

A .  free burning fire growth 
B .  fire growth during suppression 
C .  p robability of fire occurrence 
D .  fire weather index analysis . 

A .  Free burning fire growth 

Fire growth can be analyzed in two different ways: rate of growth per 
unit of time (i . e . , a rate o f  perimeter increase of 500 f t . per hour ) , o r  total growth 
during a time interval (i . e . , a total increase in the perimeter of 650 ft . in 1 . 3  hours) . 
Both approaches are equally valid and useful , in that given either value and the time 
interval , the other can be calculated . At the p resent time , it is not possible to 
determine which of the two variables will have the highest degree of p redictability 
from the data contained in the individual fire report s .  This section as well as 
the next describes  the analysis using rate of growth per unit of time as the main 
variabl e .  However , if total growth during a time interval is more p redictable , it will 
be substituted for rate of growth . The same reasoning and arguments with respect to 
development o f  the regression equations apply equally well to both variables . 

In the first  report , a fire growth model was p resented in which rate of area 
growth could be calculated from various input parameters . Rate of area growth is non
linear with time . Developing a model which reflected this non-linearity involved the 
use of compJex mathematic relationships .  I t  was felt at the time that the simplifica
tions in data acquisition b rought about by the use of area growth rate would j us ti fy 
the additional comp lexity . It  was found however , that development o f  many o f  the models 
was greatly hindered b y  the use of a non-linear growth function . By using the area to 
perimeter relationship: 
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(!) P = aVA 

Where : P 
A 

(�) 

Where W 

perime ter in feet , 
area in ac res , and 

a = 7 38 + ( . 245 W2'3 x l
� ) 

wind speed in m. p . h .  

A < 10 

which was derived in the first  report , the data acquisition problem is eliminated , 
and computations in subsequent analyses relating to the suppression effort required 
to control the fire and rate of growth during suppression-are greatly simplified . 

Regression equations wil l  be developed which relate perimeter growth to 
the Fire Weather Index (or the Initial Spread Index) and fuel type . In addition to 
the FWI , fire size will be included to account for the rate of growth between ignition 
and the attainment of an equilibrium rate.  An attempt is being made therefore to 
analyze both the build-up period when perimeter growth rate is increasing , (a function 
of fire siz e )  as well as the steady state period when it 'remains constant (a function 
of the FWI) . The exact nature of the functions wil l  be  discussed in detail after the 
regression analysis has been completed . 

Development of a model to p redict average rate of growth during suppression 
(discussed in the next section) makes it possible to edit the rate of growth input data 
and eliminate those observations which are obviously in error . The procedure 
is as follows : the average observed rates of growth before the start of suppres-
sion and during the control period are calculated . Then the average FWI (or subsidiary 
index) is calculated for the same time intervals . Following this , the expected ratio 
o f  the rate of growth during suppression to the free burning rate of growth (RPGs/RPGf) 
i s  calculated using the models in the next section . This ratio is adj usted for the 
changes in FWI {or o ther index} during the two periods , using the assumption that the 
rate of growth is directly related to the index under consideration . 

The final s t ep involves the comparison of the observed ratio RPG /RPG to 
the expected ratio . If the two ratios were equal it would be  coincidental� as the models 
used to calculate the expected ratio are quite general in nature .  On the other hand , if 
all o f  the input data is reasonably accurate the two ratios should be at least within an 
order of magnitude of each other . That is either ratio should not be more than 10 times 
the other . If such a wide range of differences were accepted it would be fairly safe to 
assume that none of the normally high degree o f  variability in the data would be lost 
and that any relationships which were eventually derived would not be  biased by the 
initial model used for editing . On the o ther hand it can also be  assumed that much 
of the obviously erroneous data will be eliminated by this procedure . 

B .  Fire Growth During Suppr ession 

In the p revious rep or t ,  an iterative p rocedure was outlined whereby the rate 
of growth during suppression , time required to control and fire size at control could be 
computed . Because the simulation will require many repeated trials with each fir e ,  the 
i terative p rocedure would have been very time-consuming . Therefore , a more direct solu
tion which could calculate all of the above in single steps was needed . A mathematical 
model has been developed in response to this requirement . 
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Assumpt ions of the model are : 

1 .  A constant rate of line construction (RLC ) during the control period . 
2 .  No change in the forward rate of spread of the fire during the control 

period . 
3 .  Either the fire is spreading equally in all direc tions or the at tack takes 

place at a point on the perimeter where the rate of spread is an average 
for the ent ire perimeter (ie - not at the head or back of the fire) . 

4 .  The ratio o f  the growth rate at any specific time (t)  during suppres sion 
to the free-burning growth rate (RPGs/RPGf) is propor tional to the ra tio : 

(1) LC - PG 

Where : LC 
PG 
IP 

IP 

total line cons tructed 
total perimeter growth 
initial perimeter at the s tart of suppress ion . 

This assump tion is based on the following reasoning . 

The l ine constructed during any interval mus t  be greater than the perimeter 
growth during the same period in order to control a f ire . Some of the l ine construc t ed 
during the period is o f fset by the growth during that period . Only that portion of the 
l ine cons tructed which is in excess of the growth can be applied towards reducing the 
uncontrolled portions of the initial perimeter (IP) . If there is no excess of LC over 
PG , no p rogress is made and the fire grows until a change in the weather slows its 
p rogress . 

Perimeter growth is constant with respect to t ime only when it  is related to 
forward rate of spread by a constant ratio . This wil l  be the case for a fire o f  any 
unchanging geometrical shape which is burning freely . When a portion o f  the perimeter has 
been controlled , the ratio between forward rate of spread and PG is reduced because par t 
of the perimeter can no longer spread . This reduct ion , at  any ins tant of time is assumed 
to be proportional to the percent of the initial perimeter which had been controlled by 
that time (remembering that only the excess of LC over PG is applied towards the reduct ion 
of the uncontrolled portion of'IP) . 

Using these assump t ions , a computer program was written which calculated rate 
of perimeter growth during suppression (RPGs) and Total Perimeter (P) at one minute 
t ime intervals for numerous combinat ions of IP , RLC , and RPG until  each f ire was control led . 
Examinat ion of the result s  indicated that the Ratio PG/ IP is constant when the ratio 
RLC/RPG is constant regardless of the values of IP , RLC , or RPG . The Ratio PG/ IP is 
plotted as a funct ion o f  RLC/RPG in Figure 1 along with regress ion equations for the 
funct ion . 

With this funct ion , i t  is  possible to calculate total perimeter growth during 
suppress ion in a single s tep . By adding the growth to IP , the total perimeter at  the 
t ime of control is obtained . As an example , assuming RLC = 40 f t /min . RPG = 10 f t . /min . , 
and IP = 5 ;000 f t  • •  From Figure 1 ,  PG/ IP = . 15 and the total growth (PG) ( . 15 x 5 , 000)  
= 750 f t .  The total perimeter = 5 , 750  f t .  The time t o  control i s  simply the total 
perimeter d ivided by the rate of l ine construction (5 , 750/40 = 144 min . ) .  

In the last sect ion b rief mention was made o f  an editing p rocedure which is 
being used to delete obviousl y  erroneous data from the sample used in the rate of growth 
analysis . The p rocedure involves comparing the observed ratio RPGs/RPGf with'the 
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FIGURE 1, Perimeter growth during suppression as a function of RLC/RPGf, 
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expected ratio. This procedure is made possible by an extension of the procedures j ust  
demonstrated. By dividing PG by the time to  control , average RPGs is  obtained. Numerous 
trials indicated that the ratio RPGs/RPGf is constant for a constant RLC/RPGf regardless 
of IP , RLC , or RPG . The function relating these two ratios and the equation for this 
function are shown in Figure 2 .  With this ratio , it is possible to calculate the 
expected RPGs given RLC and RPGf. 

The behaviour of RPG during the control period was examined . RPG during the 
control period is plotted on two relative scales in Figure 3 for several ratios of RLC/ 
RPGf .

' Examination of the functions shows that in the limit where RLC/ RPGf = infinity , 
RPGs will equal 0 . 5 RPGf . On the other hand , where RLC/RPGf = 1.0 ,  RPGs = RPGf (and 
control is not possible) . Between these two limits RPGs approaches RPGf but there is 
very lit tle change in the ratio of the two until RLC/RPGf approaches 1 . 0. 

As with all simplified solutions this one has its weaknesses. The model uses 
constant values for RLC and RPG. In actual fire control situations RLC is not constant 
with respect to time except for very brief periods . Even if only a single crew is 
,dispatched RLC will reach a peak shortly after their arrival and then gradually decline 
with time as the crew becomes fatigued (Lindquist ,  1969) . Several crews or types  of 
equipment arriving at the fire at random intervals ,  will cause random variations in 
RLC . On the other hand , i t  is not possible to extract the necessary detail from available 
records to allow the computation of actual values of RLC,at any specific time during a 
fire ' s history. In addition , such a procedure even if it were available , would be  over
precise with respect to the needs of the current s tudy . It is expected that the use of 
an average of RLC will not measurably affect the accuracy of the final answers. 

Unlike RLC , it would be possible to estimate RPG at any time during the fire ' s 
history using the expected diurnal variation of the FWI. There is a problem however with 
respect to calculating the average FWI during the control period . In simulating various 
control tactics , the time required to control a fire will vary with each tactic employed. 
Without knowing the time required to control a fire , it is not possible to calculate, the 
average FWI during the interval , and without the average FWI ,  it is not possible to cal
culate RPGs and henc e , the time to control. Preliminary investigations indicate that the 
increased accuracy obtainable through use of the average FWI during the control period 
is marginal at best. The increased in accuracy does not j ustify the additional 
effort which would b e  required to solve the above dilema. Therefore , the FWI to be 
used in the suppression analysis will be an observation at a specific time. This time 
may be either 1600 ( the simplest approach) or at the s tart of suppression , depending on 
which value proves to be most  meaningful. 
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C .  Probability of Fire Occurrence 

One of the primary inputs  to the aircraf t transfer model will be the probability 
of f ire occurrence per unit area . In the model , the probabil ity o f  fire occurrence is 
a func tion of the Fine Fuel Mois ture Code (FFMC ) of the FWI . This probability may also 
be stratified by fuel type ,  day of the week , and average density of fires if these 
factors prove to be significant . From these distribut ions regression equations will be 
developed which yield the expected probab ility of the occurrence of a fire per 1 , 00 0  
s quare miles . 

D .  Fire-Weather Index Analysis 

In order to make long range planning decisions such as the establishment of 
permanent bases and seasonal transfers i t  is neces sary to  know the expec ted distributions 
o f  the FWI . The dis tributions of the FWI and of all of the codes and indices of which 
it is composed are being determined separately for each weather stat ion for each year 
(for the period 1957 to 1966 ) ; by month (for all years ) ; and overall . The same yearly,  
monthly , and overall distributions will also  be determined for  each provinc e .  

In addit ion to  seasonal var iation , the diurnal variat ion o f  the FWI i s  also 
needed p rimarily for use in the fire growth model . The method o f  calculating the 
expected hourly FWI as a percentage of the 1600 (4 p . m . ) value is described in detail 
in a separate report (Simard , 19 70) . In brief , it involves the use of average hourly 
values of temperature , relative humidity,  and wind to calculate the hourly FFMC , using 
tables published by Muraro et al . (1969 ) . An hourly lS I is also calculated . The Duff 
Moisture Code and D rought Code are assumed to remain const ant . 

The hourly FWI is then calculated assuming a 1600 value of approximately 85 . 
The last s tep is to find the hourly value as a percentage of the 1600 value . With 
these percentages it is possible to  estimate the average FWI during any interval in 
the day . This p rocedure is valid only when the fuels are not drying after a rain , as 
such a trend overshadows the diurnal variation . However , if the fuels are drying after 
a rain they will no t ,  in all p robability , sustain a fire o f  any signif icant consequence 
with respect to aircraf t operations . 

2 .  Effec t iveness of the Ground Suppression System 

An aircraft sys tem is  only part of a larger fire suppression organization . 
To evaluate the effect iveness o f  a system ,  there must be  a standard with which to  
compare i t . In this s tudy the standard by which the use o f  a ircraf t is evaluated is 
t he ground suppression system .  Therefore , i t  i s  essential t o  know what the unaided 
ground system can do in order to determine the benefits derived through the use of 
aircraf t .  When the various element s  of the ground suppression model are combined 
with the f ire behaviour model , the size at which a fire can be controlled with ground 
f orces only can be  petermined by s imulat ion . This sect ion o f  the s tudy is  divided 
into four parts : 

A .  travel t ime 
B. supp ress ion 
C .  mop-up 
D .  effect o f  mult iple simultaneous f ires 

Each of these topics is discussed individually below. 
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A .  Travel T ime 

A detailed discussion of the travel time analysis was presented in the first 
repor t .  Essentially,  i t  can be summarized as follows : each province is subdivided 
into a grid with each block having d imensions of 5 x 5 minutes of lat itude and longitude . 
For large areas where this size proves too small to be  prac tical the dimens ions are 
increased appropriately . After eliminating invalid data , the average travel time 
to all f ires within the blocks is computed . This average is further s tratified to more 
than and less than 1/ 2 mile from a road . These averages will be used wherever data is 
missing , or if for some reason the available data is suspected of being erroneous ,  or 
lastly , if the data is invalid (i . e . , travel time for simulation purpose based on aircraft 
transport) . 

B .  Suppression 

This was also discussed in detail in the first report . Since there have been 
no signif icant changes , this topic will only be summarized here.  Essentially this 
analysis involves the determination of regression equat ions to calculate either rate o f  
line construction or t ime required to control the fire . A s  was the case with fire growth ,  
either variable can b e  used with equal validity.  The variable with the highest 
degree of predictability will be used . To maintain consistency within this report , 
the discussion in this and the next sec tion will be with reference to rate at which 
the operation takes place.  Input variables to be  used are : fire  intensity (as a 
funct ion of the FWI) , resistance to control (as funct ions of fuel type and topography) 
and lastly , size of the attack force. The last parameter will be indirectly estimated 
on a relative basis for each s tation from the following variab les : FWI , size 
at  the t ime of discovery , travel time , and fuel type . By knowing the rate of line 
construction , it will be possible to determine the total t ime required to suppress a 
fire and hence eotal costs . It also becomes pos sible to calculate reduct ions in 
suppress ion t ime and costs as a result of reductions in fire size .  

C,  Mop-Up 

S ince airtankers are not normally used in mop-up , this phase of the suppression 
operation was omi tted from the initial analysis . In subsequent analyses , however , it  was 
found that mop-up expenditures can constitute as much as 25% of the total suppression 
costs . Since the s tudy is now analyzing suppression costs it has become necessary to 
analyze the factors which affect the mop-up operation . 

As with the rate o f  l ine construct ion , the t otal effort being expended on 
mop-up varies considerably with time. Initially,  the entire suppression force is normally 
involved until the f ire is completel y  secure . This level of activity normally last s  
f o r  only a relatively sho r t  period o f  t ime af ter the fire has been controlled . 
Secondly , a �mall  force is left  t o  complete the j o b .  This normally takes somewhat 
longer than the first phase . Lastly,  a patrol which may consist of only one man is  
maintained for an extended period .  

During the interval between control o f  a fire and complete extinguishment , 
i t  can be  seen from the above that a fairly wide variety o f  operations and rates o f  
production prevail . In addition, the number of hours during each 24 hour period 
during which work is actually per formed may vary considerably . For example ,  on'a large 
f ire there will probably be extensive night-time patrolling as well as daytime 
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activity for the first day or two after the line is completed . By the third day mop
up activit ies will probably take place during an 8 to 12 hour day-time shif t .  Las t ly ,  
the patrol will probably only require one man hour or so per visit which may be on a 
daily basis initially with the intervals be tween visits being increased unt il the fire 
is declared out .  

From the information available it is not possible to accura tely determine 
what level of activity was taking place at any specific time during the mop-up and 
control period . Some individual fire reports different iate be tween mop-up and patrol 
activities but many do no t .  Therefore in the interes ts of uniformity , the average rate 
of mop-up during the entire period between control and complete ext inguishment will be 
used . 

Although the average rate of mop-up is of little value in actual fire control 
situations , it is useful in a simulation model . Its usefulness stems from the follow
ing reasoning: to a firs t approximation , total mop-up effort is simply the produc t of 
the average rate of mop-up multiplied by the time interval during which this work took 
p lace . Therefore , if the expected average rate of mop-up can be compu ted , it should be 
p ossible to estimate the total time required to complete the j ob from the size of the 
f ire at the time of control ( total effort required ) .  To continue , there should also be 
a positive correlation between to tal time and to tal cos ts for any specific average level 
of activity . If the total effort consis ted of a constant proportion of each level of 
activity ( intense mop-up , normal mop-up , and patrol )  the�relat ionship between total 
costs and total time would be fairly simple . But the p roportions of each ac t ivity.vary 
considerably on any individual fire, so that the relationship is quite complex . For 
example , for the smallest f ires the entire suppression crew may mop-up for a brief 
p eriod and the fire could be declared out immediately . On larger fires , all three levels 
o f  activity can be used in widely varying percentages . 

Despite the fairly high degree of complexity of the mop-up func t ion, 
p reliminary analyses indicate that a positive correlation between total mop-up t ime and 
total supp ression costs is sufficiently high to warrant the use of total mop-up time in 
the cos t mode l . Furthermore since the mop-up component of the to tal supp ression cost 
is generally not the maj or factor, even fairly large errors will not dras tically alter 
the total suppression costs . 

Many of the factors which affect RLC also affec t the rate of mop-up (RMU). 
The most important factor is crew size and configuration . This will be determined 
indirect ly in the same manner as for RLC , as was discussed in the first repor t . 
With respect to RMu, however , there is an add itional indirect indicator of crew size 
which was not available for the calculation o f  RLC . Since the fire has been controlled 
and RLC has been determined , and s ince RLC is related to crew size , RLC itself may be 
used as one of the regression variables for the est imation of RMU. 

In addition to c rew siz e ,  the FWI or one of the drought codes within the FWI 
should be related to the amount of work which has to be done per unit  area. Lastly,  
the size o f  the fire may have an effect on the average amount of work required per unit 
area . This effect could be the result of two different factors . The first factor is 
t ime . Unless water is available to extinguish the fire the main purpose o f  mop -up is 
to maintain a suffidiently large crew at the fire site to contain any potential 
reigni tion outside of the control l ine . The crew is kept at the fire site until the 
f ire eventually goes  out . While the crew remains at the fire site , however , they are 
actively scattering p iles of large materials , mixing small burning materials with mineral 
soil , and exposing buried smouldering material to the atmosphere in an effort to speed 
up the process by which the fire goes out . This in turn reduces the total waiting 
t ime required . In the case of a large fire and small crew part of the fire may go out 
b efore the crew gets to i t , thereby eliminating the need for some o f  the work.  
S imilarly in the case of very large fires , a wide s t ip around the perimeter may be 
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rendered safe , and the interior portion left to go out unattended . In such cases , 
lengthy patrols may be maintained . The effec t in either case would be to reduce the 
average amount of work and hence time required per unit area . Whether or no t such 
effec ts  can be isolated from the available data remains to be seen . 

D .  £ffect of Multiple Simultaneous Fires 

When a single ranger district is confronted with several simultaneously
occurring fires , the p reviously discussed method of analysing factors relat ing to the 
ground suppres sion system mus t  be modif ied . The models , as outlined to this po�nt , are 
only applicable to situat ions where the manpower and equipment available are equal to or 
greater than the fire suppression requirements which they must satisfy . When several 
fires burning at the same time require more crews and/or equipment for their suppression 
than are available ,  one or more of the following occur : 

(1)  Init ial at tack dispatch may be made from a more dis tant base located in an 
adj acent region , thus lengthening travel time . 

(2) Dispatch may be delayed for several hours or even days until a crew becomes 
available , thus lengthening the dispatch t ime . 

( 3 )  A smaller than normal force may be dispatched , thus reducing RLC below the expect ed 
value.  

(4)  Crews may be transferred from fires immediately af ter containment to attack new 
outbreaks , thus reducing the force remaining to control and mop-up the f ire which 
in turn would decrease RMU below the expec ted value . 

The number of simultaneous fires which would be necessary to cause any of the 
above to occur (critical fire load ) would vary considerably from one administrative uni t  
to  another . A district which frequently experiences dry lightning storms would b e  organized 
to handle a large number of small fires at the same t ime . Another distric t where ligh t 
ning is uncommon might be overtaxed by three or four simultaneous outbreaks . Therefore 
the analysis of the effec t of s imultaneously-occurring f ires will have to  be  stratified 
by individual stations to determine the fire load which exceeds local suppression 
capabili ties . 

The scale of the s tudy p revents  the development of a simulator which keeps a 
continuous record of the stat us of every crew .  Furthermore , since expect ed RLC is 
being used rather than values for specific configurations of crews on individual f ires , 
such a record would be more detailed than the models to which it would apply . 
Therefor e ,  the investigation of the effect o f  simul taneously-occurring f ires wil l  be 
made by using expect ed values . Mean travel t ime , RLC , and RMU will be  computed for all 
days on which there were 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  etc . fires . If any significant t rends in the mean 
values can be found , regression equations wil l  be developed which yield the change in 
expected values as a funct ion o f  the number o f  fires per day . 

Whether this change should be  appl ied uniformly to  all f ires on a g iven day or 
there should be  no reduct ion app lied unt il the critical f ire load is  reached is a 
diff icult quest ion t o  answer . On one hand , dispatch is normally made to f ires in the 
order of detect ion.  The reasoning is s imple -- the occurrence o f  the detect ed fire is 
an est ablish&d fact whereas the p robability o f  the occurrence of subsequent f ires is  
unknown but i t  is mos t  p robably less than 1 .  On  the other hand , a distric t  does not 
normally commit all of i t s  resourc es to  the f ir s t  fire detected . Even though the p ro
bability of the occurrence of subsequent f ires is unknown , the occurrence of certain 
events  such as a dry l ightning s torm on the p revious day may indicate to the dispatcher 
t ha t  the p robability is very high . In o ther words , there is a certain amount of 
qualitative informat ion on which to base an "educated guess" of what is l ikely to happen .  
The dispatch dec ision-making process involves the analysis o f  a complex combinat ion o f  
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factors by an individual whose training , experience , abil it ies , and thought processes 
dif fer from every o ther individual . To attempt to quantify this process would be beyond 
the scope of this study . 

To resolve the difference , the same approach will be used as has been used 
several times throughout the s tudy in the absence of quant itative data . A method of 
applying the change has been developed which is a compromise between the two alternatives . 
If a significant difference in the expec ted values exists on a day with mul tiple fires , 
the difference will be applied in gradually increasing amounts to each subsequent fire 
in such a way that the change appl ied to the second fire is twice the first; the third 
fire is three times the firs t ;  and so on for all fires . 

3 .  Economic Analysis 

The purpose of the economic analysis is two-fold . The primary purpose is to 
p rovide the cost funct ions which are needed to minimize suppression costs within a 
maximum area burned constraint . The second purpose is to provide real istic 
cons traints for that portion of the s tudy which will minimize annual area burned . This 
section is divided into three parts ; 

A .  ground suppression costs 
B.  relative land values 
C .  accep table annual area burned . 

A .  Ground Suppression Costs 

One of the benefits which can be direc tly attributed to airtanker suppression 
efforts is the reduction of Costs 'which are expended on ground suppression effort s .  In 
order to determine the magnitude of these savings ,  the costs of ground suppression 
supplemented by air tankers mus t  be sub t racted from the costs of ground suppression which 
would have been expended had not the airtankers been used . 

Traditionally , analyses of suppression expenditures have centred around attemp ts 
to relate expenditures to area burned . These attempt s  have had only limited success 
however , because suppression expenqitures are related to many variables in add ition to 
area burned . Some of the more important additional parameters are : fuel typ e ,  travel 
time , fire-fighting time and mop-up time . While there are innumerably additional 
variables which influence total suppression cos t s ,  most of them are related either 
directly or indirect ly to one or more of the above . Furthermore , data on each of the 
above are readily available whereas such is not the case for many o ther variables 
which could be considered . 

I t  was not assumed that any of these parameters were linearly related 
Thus , to account for possible non-linearity , the square and square root of each 
parameters were considered as independent variables in the regression analysis . 

to cos t .  
o f  these 

I t  
was noted however , jthat the differentiation between the f ire-fighting and mop-up 
funct ions is not uniform in all p rovinces . Some provinces do not separate these two 
components of fire sup p ression in their records . Therefore , to account for this lack 
of uniformity , the total time for both fire-fighting and mop-up was considered as a 
s ingle element and included in the model . It was believed that f ire-fighting costs 
would vary with species or forest type . Therefore , the fires were s tratif ied by 
species , or type and a regression equation was developed for each type for each of 
three p rovinces analyzed . Las t ly , to insure that the models reflec t ground suppression 
costs only , all fires on which aircraft were used are not included in this analysis . 
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The following general ized equa tion was developed to pred ict fire-figh ting costs : 

(10) C == a + blF + b2F2 + b3..jF + qM + 

where : C 
F 
M 
A 
a 

and b ,  c ,  d ,  

.C2M2 + dl ( F  + M )  + d2 ( F  + M) 2 + eIA + 

e2A2 + e3VA 

Total cos t of fire suppress ion (dollars)  
f ire-fight ing time plus travel time (hrs . )  
mop-up time (hrs . )  
area (acres ) 
constant 

e = coeff icients of respec tive independent variables . 

The square roots of M and (F + M) were deleted after a preliminary analysis 
indicated that they were not significant factors in any ef the equatiens which were 
develep ed .  

A s tep wise regression program was used t o,  determine the ceeff icients of the 
independent variables . The resul ts  indicated that f ire-fighting cests ceuld be predicted 
with a high degree of accuracy.  The highest R2 f or a specif ic feres t type was . 99 
while the lewest  was . 6 3 .  Intermediate results indicated that frem three to, six of 
the variables in the generalized equation accounted for the maj erity ef the predic table 
variatien in the dependent variable . For simplicity ' s  sake enly the significant 
variables were included in the f inal equations . Each ef these shertened equations was 
examined to, insure that each variable behaved predictably threugheut the range ef the 
equatien .  These f inal equatiens wil l  be included in the f inal airtanker simulatien 
model to predict fire-fighting cos ts by ground crews alene . 

B .  Relative Land Values 

It is generally cenceded that fire p rotection efferts sheuld be expended in 
propor tien to, the relative value ef the area being pretected . In some provinces this 
concept is formalized by a se t of rules which s tates that the fires above a specific 
parallel will net be suppressed excep t where they threaten life or real property . In 
ether provinces , where it is the s tated pelicy that all land will be protected , the 
intensi ty ef the protectien effor t  is greatly diminished as ene pregresses tewards the 
more remote northern areas ef the p rovince . Thus if the airtanker medel is to, reflect 
reality it mus t  take into, account the relative protection given a specific area which is 
a func tien of relative land value . 

�alue is a func tion of time , place and form . For example , a cord of pulpwood 
in eastern Canada has the highest  per unit  value when that cerd is spruce , with a 
diameter greater than 12 inches , cut in four feot lengths , smeoth and stacked in the yard 
ef the highest bidder . Each of these qualificatiens add to, the value . Spruce pulpwood 
yields 20 to, 30  percent more pulp than Balsam f ir (Fros t ,  1958 ) . A cerd of s traight 
smeeth sef twood which has a d iameter greater than 12 inches and is cut into fO,ur feet 
lengths has a solid content ef 100 cubic feet . In centrast, co eked , reugh ann knotty sof t-
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wood wh ich has a diameter of less than 6 inches and is cut in to eight foot lengths has a 
solid content of about 65 cubic feet (Flann , 1962).  

The most advantageous locat ion for a cord of  pulpwood is  at the point of 
utilization .  Any other locat ion nece ssitates the expense of transportat ion . Time 
also involves a cost . When pulpwood arr ives at a yard pr ior to the time it is needed , 
the pulpmill not only incures the cos t of idle cap ital tied up in inventory but also 
must provide for s torage and absorb the risk that the pulp wi ll deteriora te or be 
des troyed be fore it is used . Thus , the value of pulpwood , like any othe r commod ity 
is a func tion of time , place , and form . 

The value of land is also a func t ion of time, place , and form. Time influences 
the demand for the produc ts of the land , i . e . , the need for white pine masts in the 
la t ter half of the 18th century has changed to demand for recreation in the latter 
half of the 20th century . At any given time , place is impor tant because it determines 
the ac cessibility of the land and the distance over which the products of the land must 
be transported . Form determines the potent ial of the land to produce produc t s .  Desirable 
qualities in agricultural land are flatness and fer tility , whereas a recreat ionist wants 
water and land with contras ts . 

There are other fac tors associated with land which increase its  value . Among 
these are : (1)  land is of ten used as security against inflat ion and (2)  individual s 
want to own land for its own sake . Although these other values are recognized , in 
this study the value of land is considered to be the present worth of the stream of 
products the land is capable of producing over t ime . To determine the present wor th 
the value of each product has to be discounted from its time of use to the present . 
It  should be pointed ou t that in discounting future costs  and values the following 
assump tions are made : (1)  knowledge of the future is perfec t , ( 2 )  cap ital is unlimited 
at the rate at which cos ts and benefits are discounted , and ( 3 )  the motives of the land 
owner are purely profi t  maximization .  

The p roducts  which are harves ted from forest land can b e  divided into 
two group s ;  consumpt ive and non-consump tive . The consumpt ive produc ts  are those which 
are traditionally associated with forest land , i . e . , pulpwood and sawlogs . Non-consump tive 
p roducts  are those non-quantif iable uses which have always been harves ted by man in 
l imited quantity but for which the demand has been recently rising dramatically . These 
uses are primarily recreation such as hunting , f ishing , hiking , and camping , but also 
include the production of water ,  aes thetics ,  wildlife preservat ion ,  and the knowledge that 
wilderness still exis ts . 

Evaluating the quantif iable consump t ive products  is relatively straightforward . 
It  is assumed that the area to be evaluated is large enough t o  sustain a perpetual flow of 
f orest p roducts . The total volume per acre at the end of the rotation is divided by the 
number of years in the rotation and this volume is assumed to be available each year . 
The harvest ing cos ts  and the costs  of transportation are substracted from the total value 
of these p roducts at the nearest point of utilization .  The remainder is the net value of 
the yearly per acre yield . The value of the acre is the net present worth of a perpe tual 
flow of a value of this magnitude . 

Evaluation of non-quantifiable values presents a far more challenging problem . 
Because the obj ectiye of the study is to develop guides for macro management decis ions , 
the evaluat ion of non-quant if iable variables can be approached only in a general way .  
The model uses the following assumpt ions t o  reflect some of the non-quantifiable values 
of land : 

( 1 )  The recreational value o f  land decreases a s  the distance from populat ion centers 
increases . 

( 2 )  The recreational value o f  land i s  d irect ly p roportional to the accessab il ity of 
the land . 
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( 3 )  The recreational value of land is inc reased by contrast and its location with respec t 
to wa ter . 

A computer model was developed to calculate relative land values . The model 
considers five factors in calculating these values : 

(1)  The location of the land with respec t to markets , i . e . , wood using indust rial 
complexes for consump tive marke ts and populat ion centers for non-consumpt ive uses . 

( 2 )  The capacity of the land to produce consump tive and non-consumpt ive produc ts . 
( 3 )  The value of the produc ts . Consumptive produc ts are valued at the point of 

utilization and non-consumptive produc ts are valued at the site . 
(4) The costs of transportation needed to bring forest produc ts to the point of 

utilization . 
(5 ) The accessibility of the land to the harvester and the public . 

In the first step of the analysis a 5 x 5 minutes latitude and longitude grid 
is superimposed over the area under considerat ion . Then the computer program takes in to 
consideration all of the above fac tors , and calculates a value for each element of 
the grid . Using the highest calculated value as a standard , all of the elements 
are ranked on a scale from one to nine . Iso-value contour lines are then drawn . 
These lines are then transferred to a map which can , in turn , be used in making macro 
land management decisions . 

Because non-quantifiable values cannot be evaluated in absolute terms , the 
final solution is a relative indication of the value of the land . The sale value 
or the j ustification land management programs will have to be evaluated by o ther methods . 
The relative land values of this study will however enable an administrator with 
a fixed budget to allocate his efforts to the land under his administration in 
propor tion to the quantity and quality of the values which will be produced by the land . 

C .  Accep table Average Annual Burn 

No mat ter how diligent p ro tection efforts are , a cer tain amount of damage by 
fire is inevitable . It is physic ally impossible to to tally el iminate fire . Additional 
efforts become economically unj us tifiab le long before the physical inputs cease to 
have a measurable effec t . The reason is that response to additional expenditures in 
p rotect ion reach the point of diminishing returns , i . e . , each additional dollar spent 
in p ro tection yields less results than the dollar of expenditure which proceeded it . 
Faced wi th this type of func tion the point is soon reached where an additional 
expenditure exceeds the benefits which are the direct result of that expenditure . Ideally 
it would be desirable to determine the exact shape of the function and identify , no t 
only the point where costs exceed benefits but also the point where the marginal net 
benefit was maximum . Unfortunately , because of the variability o f  the factors which 
are directly associated with the occurrence and final size of forest fires , it is 
impossible to identify this function with any degree of reliabil ity . For this reason , 
administrators usually choose an accep table average annual burn and increase their 
protection expenditures until the desired level of protection is met . 

Chbosing an accep table annual burn is a decision which mus t  be made on a 
multitude of factors including the allowable annual cut ,  the percent of the allowable 
annual cut which is p resently being utilized or is expec ted to be utilized in the 
foreseeable future , the att itudes of the population of the area involved and the result
ing directives of the incumbent political party , the to tal forestry budget and the 
amount which is allotted to p ro tection , and las t  but not least , tradition which can 
be bent a bit but is difficult to break with completely . In choosing an accep table annual 
burn for the purposes o f  the airtanker model , the above restric tions canno t be ignored 
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but they are not as binding as they are in the real world. Therefore, before choo sing 
an acceptable burn a simulation model was cons tructed to determine the effects of various 
average annual burns on the timber available for harvest . The results of this model 
will be used to choose the allowable average annual burn in the air tanker simulation 
model . 

( 1 )  The Model 

The model simulates the effec ts of any predetermined average annual burn on 
the annual harvest in a hypo thetical even age forest . The inputs needed to adap t this 
model to any specific forest management unit are: (1)  merchantable and to tal growth 
functions typical of the species of the forest unit , and ( 2 )  the accep table annual 
average burn or burns to be analyzed . 

( 2 )  Assumptions 

A simulation model is const ructed upon a number of simplifying assumptions . 
These assumptions discard the non-relevant complexities of real life so that the model 
can analyze the significant variables and assist in identifying the inter-relationship 
between these variables and the results . The assumptions upon which the allowable 
average annual burn model was const ructed are : 

(a) The area managed consis ts of one million acres of  forest land divided into 200 
five thousand acre blocks or cut ting units . This forest is managed under a 
modified area management scheme in which the two units containing the greatest 
volume are cut each year . 

Fires will modify the relative age patterns between units of the fores t but 
because of the management scheme which chooses the unit s  with the greatest volume to be 
harvested each year , deviations from normal tend to correct themselves . This management 
scheme also reduces radical fluctuations in the volume harvested each year . 

The forest considered is a fully regulated or nearly regulated fores t .  This 
assumption is not valid for most areas under consideration in Canada,  which have an over
representation in the immature and over-mature s tand s .  But since a fully regulated stand 
is the goal of mos t  fores t land managers ,  and they are managing their land to meet this 
goal , conclusions based on this assumption will be valid when their goals are met . 

This model , therefore , wil l  no t portray a valid picture of areas which are 
ac tually unregulated , but the distortion is no greater than that which would be obtained 
from applying other regulated land management models to unregulated land . 

(b)  Fires occur with equal p robability in all age classes . 

Although it has not been tested , the above assumption is based upon the 
hypothesis that in spite of differences which actually occur in the probability of  fire 
occurrence in differing age classes , these differences are not great enough to invalidate 
conclusions drawn f rom a model based upon this assumption . 

(c)  Fires totally destroy s tands that they burn . 

This assumption is obviously not true . A light surface fire can destroy a 
young s tand but it would take a very intense crown fire to destroy some of the older stands . 
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The effect of this assumption on the validity of the conclusions is that they will be 
conservative in their es timate of final volume . It is possible to take this fac tor 
into account in later studies and it is sugges ted that studies be initiated to 
describe this rela tionship . 

( 3 )  Structure of the Model 

The model is based on generated stocas tic variables which are used in 
func tions construc ted from available data . These functions generate the number , size 
and location of forest fires in the model within the allowable burn cons traints 
supplied by the researcher . 

The model is divided into six parts . The first construc ts the even age fully 
managed forest . The second step add s a years ' growth to the forest and harves ts the two 
cut ting units with the maximum volume . The third determines the number of fires in any 
single year . The forth determines the number of acres burnt in each fire . The fif th 
s tep activates the hypo thetical burn described in steps two and three . Part six prints 
the resul ts and returns the program to either step 2 or step 4 depending upon whether 
there are unactivated fires in the year under consideration , or whether there are 
additional years for which to compute values . A generalized flow char t of this model 
is presented in Figure 4. 

(4) Applica tion of the Model 

The model was used to determine the effect of six acceptable average annual 
burn values ranging from 0 . 1  to 0 . 2  percent on the annual yield of white spruce and 
Douglas fir . For a third species . Red pine , the annual burn was varied from 0 . 05 to 
0 . 5  in increments of 0 . 05 percent . The first two species represent maj or wood products 
of Canada . and the third is a classical species which lends itself easily to analysis 
because of the volumes of information written about it . 

( 5 )  Resul ts 

Preliminary analysis shows that the reduction of  merchantable volume available 
for harves t on a sustained basis can be determined on an approximate basis by the 
following relationship; 

R 0 . 75 (RO + AB) 

where : R 
RO 
AB 

reduction of merchantable volume (%) . 
rotation in years 
accep table annual burn in percent of total area 

Thus , if the accep table annual burn was . 12 percent per year and the rotation was 100 
years , the to tal potential annual yield would be reduced by about 9 percent . 

This s tudy should be completed shortly and the results available for use. 
These result s  will be used in the airtanker simulation model to assist in determining 
the optimum f leet siz e .  
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FIGURE 4 .  General flow chart of the allowable annual burn model. 
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4 .  Analysis of Parameters Related to Aircraft Operat ions 

This section is divided into four par t s ;  

A .  fire t o  lake distance d istribution 
B .  the amount of water or retardant required to control wildf ires 
C .  water or retardant distribution patterns 
D .  aircraft performance charac teristics 

With acquisit ion of the above data it will be possible to compare the efficiency 
of aircraf t operations with ground operations . It will also be possible to compare the 
var ious aircraf t  with each other . Each of these parts are discussed in detail below. 

, A .  Fire t o  Lake Dis tance Distribut ion 

One of the first at temp ts at determining distributions of d istances between 
f ires and lakes was undertaken by Newburger (1968 ) . Based on his resul ts , a more detailed 
analysis of fire to lake dis tance distributions was undertaken for this s tudy . The most 
significant changes between the work of Newburger and the present study are : 

(1)  The area in each analysis has been considerably reduced . 

Visual examinat ion of numerous maps indicated that the lake distribution in 
a single ranger district might be considerably different from the average of the larger 
region within which it  lies . 

(2)  The spatial distribution of fire occurrence was determined from actual data 
rather than on a random basis . 

Only l ightning fires can be cons idered randomly distributed . The maj ority of 
man-caused f ires tend to be clustered around population centers , along road s ,  and in the 
case of recreation fires , close to water sources . S ince lake density is not uniform over 
a large area , the areas of high fire occurrence may not coincide with areas of average 
lake density.  

(3)  The suitab ility of a lake for water p ick-up was determined for each 
individual lake by local forestry personnel rather than by size alone . 

All lakes of  specified minimum d imensions or greater are not necessarily 
usable by aircraf t . A lake may be too shallow, have rock outcrops ,  it  may be surrounded 
by s teep hill s , it may contain pulpwood and so on . 

The procedure used in the analysis was as follows : 

(a) Ob tain from each province a list of all lakes which are either usable or no t 
usable, cwhichever list is smaller . 

(b) From a tomplete list of f ires , randomly select a sample of between five and ten 
p ercent of the total . P lo t  these fires and measure the distance to usable lakes 
of 0 . 5 ,  1 . 0 ,  1 . 5 ,  2 . 0 ,  and 3 . 0  miles in length or longer . 

(c ) Ob tain dis tributions of distances and mean values by region and province.  

The result s  of a preliminary analysis (in New Brunswick) indicated that the 
histograms were very s imilar in general shape to those obtained by Newburger . It was 
also found , however , that the mean distances for New Brunswick were about twice those 
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ob tained by Newburger for Quebec and that the mean distances of the regions within 
the province varied by a factor of about 2 . S .  A similar range of variation may be 
encountered in some of the remaining provinces which are currently being analyzed . 

B .  The Amount of Water or Retardant 
Required to Control Wildfires 

A detailed report of investigations in this field of s tudy has been published 
by Stechishen (1970 ) . Briefly his procedure involved the preparation of fuel beds of 
various species and of p redetermined depth and moisture conten t .  One end of  the bed was 
ignited and burning was allowed to progress approximately two-thirds of the fuel bed 
length. At this time a predetermined amount of water was applied and its effec t s  
recorded . This research has been continued for a second season and i t  i s  anticipated 
that similar inves tigations will be undertaken using retardants . 

C .  Water or Retardant Distribution 
Patterns on the Ground 

Hodgson ( 196 7 )  and MacPherson (1967 and 1968 ) have done extensive work in this 
fiel d .  Their procedure involved the establishment of a large grid of paper cups o n  the 
ground . The aircraft being tested flew over the grid as close as possible to a pre
determined height and ground speed and dropped a load of water1 • The amount of water in 
each cup was determined by weight .  A computer p rogram was developed which interpolated 
the amounts of water at each grid point and produced contour patterns of  uniform depths . 

More recently , Grigel has carried out similar investigations with different 
types of aircraf t2 • His work differs from that of the previous two investigators in. that 
the maj ority of his drops were made with thickened retardan t .  Also , he investigated the 
reduction in recovery and pattern lengths while dropping through typical forest canopies . 
As a result of the work of these inves tigators there is now sufficient data on hand to 
allow quantitative comparisons of  the drop patterns of  various aircraf t .  

D .  Aircraft Characteristics 

In order to compare the operating cost and effectiveness of  various aircraft ,  
all of the performance characteristics pertinent to fire suppression operations mus t  be 
known . Every attempt is made to obtain the data from an unbiased source whenever 
possible . When this cannot be done the data is obtained from b rochures published by the 
individual manufac turer . 

The following statistics must be obtained for every aircraft to be considered : 

1 Three drops were made with thickened water or  chemicals but this was only a very minor 
part of  the experiment . 

2 Data on file at the Forest Fire Research Ins titute.  
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( 1 )  Cos t  Data 

(a) purchase p rice with 15% spares -- new or completely rebuilt 
(b)  crew per year 
(c)  insurance - - 9% for landbased , 15% for amphibious 
(d )  depreciation -- straightline , 15 years to 20% residual 
(e)  gas and oil per hour of flying 
( f )  maintenance per hour o f  f lying 

( 2 )  General Characteris tics 

(a) emp ty weight 
(b ) maximum take-off  weight 
(c )  maximum landing weight 
(d)  minimum take-off  distance ( full load ) 
(e)  maximum cruising speed 
( f )  economy cruising speed 
(g)  fuel capacity 
(h) fuel consumpt ion 
( i )  maximum range -- ferrying 
(j )  maximum range -- fully loaded 
(k) maximum endurance 

( 3 )  Charac teris tics as an Airtanker 

(a) maximum load capacity 
(b)  maximum load capacity with full fuel load 
(c )  maneuver load factor (G ' s  of s tress) 
(d)  minimum turning radius 
(e) minimum leng th of lake for p ick-up (water based only) 
( f )  time required for p ick-up o r  loading 
(g )  load distribution patterns on the ground 

Some of the charac teris t ics in Section C are calculated by using various 
comb inat ions of pertinent s tatistics  from the previous section as well as additional 
statis tics not mentioned here . The detailed calculations will be discussed in a 
subsequent report .  
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I I .  A I RC RAFT SYSTEMS ANAL Y S I S  

Aircraf t Sys tems Analysis i s  divided into seven sec tions : 

1 .  General 
2 .  Determination of the optimum aircraf t and methods of operat ion 

( 1 )  f o r  each fire and 
( 2 )  by geographical configurat ion 

3 .  Establishment o f  the demand for aircraf t assis tance 
4 .  Determination of a preliminary fleet mixture and distribution 
5 .  Estimation of the opt imum fleet size 
6 .  Analysis of aircraf t transfer and final fleet optimization 
7 .  Determination of the po tential effec t iveness of the hypothe tically optimum 

fleet . 

Aircraf t have become an integral part of all fire suppression systems in 
Canada .  Since aircraf t are part o f  a larger sys tem their maximum po tential is 
realized only when they are properly integrated into the overall system . However ,  
due t o  the magnitude of such an undertaking , the aircraft subsystem will be 
optimized as a separate ent ity to determine what constitutes an ideal aircraf t 
system and how it can best be deployed to realize maximum benefits . 

1 .  General 

A number of researchers and groups have conducted investigations of 
fire control operations using operations research techniques . Parks (1964 ) was 
one of the earliest workers in the field . His mathematical models described 
the entire f ire suppression operation on a fairly broad scale . The models concentrated 
on the effic ient deployment of ground forces , which limits their app licab ility with 
respect to the current s tudy . Davis ( 1968 ) and his assoc iates are currently 
developing and expanding the use of operations research techniques to optimize 
the deployment and use of ground forces . 

More closely related to the p resent s tudy , Greul ich (196 7 )  and Maloney 
(1968) analyzed air operations in northern California . Their obj ective was 
maximization of the satisfact ion of demand for aircraft at leas t cost in the region . 
This concep t forms a basic part of the current analysis . Their analysis considered 
only land based operations however .  In addition , few o f  the aircraft current ly 
operat ing in Canada were analyzed . Las tly , their procedures were specif ically adap ted 
to the region and would not be readily adaptable to signif icantly different areas . 

Analys is of aircraft operations in Canada have been undertaken by Stade (1966) 
and Newburger ( 1968 ) . Stade analyzed the use of the CL-2l5 for fire suppres sion . 
Newburger inves tigated the use o f  ro tary winged aircraf t for fire suppression. Both 
of these studies had more limited obj ec tives than have been stated for the current f analysis . 

In addit ion to different obj ectives , the procedures used in the current 
analysis differ signif icantly from those employed by previous researchers in several 
respects : 

1 .  the use of fire growth models based on perimeter rather than area 
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2 .  the use of de terminis tic rather than s tochastic input data wherever 
possible 

3 .  a greater emphasis on the use of simulat ion rather than mathematical 
modelling 

4 .  no assump tions are made as to optimum types o f  operat ions , tac tics or 
polic ies 

As a resul t , most of the work which has been previously undertaken cannot be adapted 
to the purposes of the current analysis . Therefore, most of the techniques used in 
this analysis are entirely new , or in some cases new adap tations of concep ts expressed 
by previous inves tigators . 

To date, there has not been a rigorous general analysis of the optimum 
operating procedures , tac tics or equipment with respec t to aircraft for all fire 
control si tuations . The presently operat ing airtanker sys tems have evolved over 
a number of years of trial and error . Considering the large number of possible 

. combinations of procedures , tactics and equipment , it  cannot be said with any 
degree of certainty that any current system is op timum for any set of use conditions . 
Therefore , prior to determining the effec tiveness of  any presently operating sys tem ,  the 
determination of the hypothetically optimum sys tem for each set of use condit ions is 
necessary . 

The computed effec tiveness of the hypo thetically opt imum system will be used 
as a standard with which all actual sys tems can be compared . While the effec tiveness 
of the optimum sys tem is unlikely to be attained in p ractice , actual sys tems can be 
compared with each other on the basis of the percentage of the optimum effec tiveness 
which each system attains . 

The hypothetically optimum aircraf t system will be compared with the suppression 
efforts of ground crews , using the ground suppression model described previously in this 
paper . In other words , on each fire , ground forces alone will be used to suppress the 
fire by simulation . Then all combinations of aircraf t and tac tics of  interest will be 
dispatched to the same fire from the nearest usable airport and it will again be 
suppressed by simulation . The best combinat ion for the specific fire (which could be 
no aircraf t dispatch at all) will be indicated by the solution which has either the 
least total suppression cost or the leas t area burned depending on the spec ific 
obj ec tive funct ion being used . 

These two parameters are the limits of  the effec tiveness of any airtanker 
sys tem .  Thus , to j ustify the use o f  aircraf t on an economic basis , the total suppression 
cos ts with aircraft mus t be les s than the total cost without aircraf t .  Likewise, a fire 
on which aircraf t use is j us tified mus t burn less area than the same fire would if ground 
forces alone are used . Therefore , whenever costs or area savings are referred to in the 
remainder of this report , it will be relative to the unaided ground suppression system .  

The method of aircraft cost accounting to be used in the study differs some
what from the system p resently employed by many agencies in that only variable costs 
will be considered when an aircraft is used on a specific fire . A common prac tice 
has been to apply the fixed as wel l  as variable expenses to a specif ic f ire on a 
dollar per hour basis . This procedure is difficult to app ly because the total number 
of hours f l�wn must be known in advance in order to determine the per hour f ixed 
cost component of the total cost . This  value is  normally estimated from p revious 
experience , but due to the variability of aircraft demand , these estimates may be 
considerabl y  in error . 

The main reason for not considering f ixed costs when dispatching to 
individual f ires , is that short term decisions should be based on variable costs 
only . For example,  if an aircraf t is rented , the total cost is variable and the 
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aircraf t is dispatched if anticipated savings exceed costs . On the o ther hand J 
if the aircraf t is owned , fixed costs do not en ter into the dispatch decision 
because if savings on any specific miss ion exceed the variable costs J the net 
return , no mat ter how small , helps to reduce the total yearly fixed cost deficit . 
The optimum self supporting system will be the one in which the total yearly 
savings j ust equal or perhaps slightly exceed the to tal yearly fixed cost , when 
several years are averaged together . By cons idering fixed costs as capital 
expenditures , flee t size can be deal t with separately from aircraft dispatch on 
individual fires . Therefore , only var iable costs will be considered when dispatching 
aircraf t to specific fires . 

2 .  Determination o f  the Optimum Aircraft and Methods of Operation 

This section is d ivided into 5 parts : 

A .  The optimum aircraf t type for each fire 
B .  The opt imum number of aircraf t for each fire 
C .  The optimum tact ics for each f ire 
D .  The optimum type of operation for each fire 
E .  D istributions o f  results by geographical configuration . 

A .  The Op timum Aircraf t Type for each Fire 

The following aircraft are being included in the study : 

A-26 (Mitchell)  
Canso (Consolidated) 
CL-2l5 (Canadair ) 
Otter (de Havilland) 
Snow Commander (Aero-Commander) 
S tearman (Boeing) 
T . B . M .  Avenger (Grumman) 
Tracker (Grumman) 
Turbo Beaver (de Havilland) 
Twin Otter (de Havilland) 

LAND 

x 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

WATER 

X 
X 

AMPHIBIOUS 

x 
X 

The analysis has been des igned in such a way that o ther aircraft can 
be added at any time . 

In the current analysis only f ixed wing aircraft are being considered . 
Rotary wing aircraft can and do play a vital role in fire control but in general 
the two types of aircraft are best suited to different roles . S ince their best 
uses tend to be supplementary rather than competitive , it  is  felt that non-consideration 
of rotary wing airqraf t at this time will not significantly reduce the validity of 
the conclusions drawn concerning fixed wing aircraf t . When drawing conclusions 
concerning the overall sys tem , however ,  the influence of rotary wing aircraf t will 
have to be considered . It is anticipated that a detailed analysis o f  the uses and 
benefits of rotary wing aircraf t wil l  be undertaken at the conclusion of the present 
s tudy . 
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B .  The Optimum Number of Aircraft for Each Fire 

The optimum number of aircraf t varies from zero (if aircraf t costs are 
greater than savings)  to the number which is limited by the maximum possible drop 
rate per hour . The maximum rate can vary as follows : 

(1)  for  a single aircraf t -- 12 per  hour . The pilot assesses each drop himself 
but he has no requirements for " stacking" , selecting a particular route away from 
the fire or o ther air traffic control problems . 

( 2 )  for mUltiple aircraft o n  easy targets using " tag on" drops only - - 2 0  per hour . 
This assumes the presence of a bird-dog officer to direct traffic , assess each 
drop , and select targe ts . This rate is not likely to be achieved in prac tice . 

( 3 )  f o r  multiple aircraf t -- 1 6  p e r  hour . This assumes the presence of a bird-dog 
officer , and it also assumes that out of every three drop s ,  two wil l  be " tag on" 
and one wil l  require a demonstration run by the bird-dog plane . 

(4 ) for difficul t targets -- as few as 6 per hour -- both the bird-dog and the tanker 
may require more than one pass at the targe t .  

For purposes of the s tudy , a maximum rate o f  10 drops per hour will be used 
for single aircraf t and 14 per hour will be used for multiple airc raft since it  is  not 
possible to determine target accessibility and diff iculty from the available data . 
These limits refer only to the time required for the approach , drop and assessment . For 
single aircraf t 5 minutes is simply added to the time required to fly to and from the p ick
up point and re1and . For mUl tiple aircraf t ,  since one can be reloading while another 
is dropping , the limit of 14 drops per hour is imposed only when the total drop rate of 
all aircraf t combined would exceed this limit . In the latter case the addit ional aircraft 
would simply spend more time waiting . 

It should be mentioned that if aircraf t are used at  all , the minimum mission 
will be 3 tank loads regardless of fire siz e .  This may consist of 3 single tank drops 
in a t riangular pattern or 2 double tank drops in a square pattern (assuming that each 
of the double tanks can be released independently) . 

C .  The Optimum Tactics For Each Fire 

Each of the tac tics mentioned below will be tested on every fire . 

(1)  Air Transport -- This may reduce ground crew travel time and therefore allow 
suppression to start sooner . It may also reduce the expected RLC because one can 
carry much less equipment in an aircraf t than is possible with surface transpor t .  

(2)  Drop Retardants -- This will reduce the rate of  perimeter growth and thus 
the f ire size , which in turn reduces the amount of work that the ground crew must 
perform .  I t  does not affect RLC . 

( 3 )  A combinat ion of a i r  t ransport and retardant drop s .  

D .  The Opt�um Type of Operation For Each Fire 

There are two basic types of operation which wil l  be tested on each fire : 

( 1 )  Types  o f  Retardant 

(a) Water -- While this is the mos t  readily available and least expensive retardant , 
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it is also the least effec tive . If used in areas with light canopies and on 
light intensity fires , it may be expected to hold the fire for up to one hour . 

(b)  Short Term -- Additives are added to the water to increase its visco sity and 
reduce evaporation , which prolongs the retarding effec t . Short term re tardants 
are not as readily available as water , in that only a limited number of loads 
can be dropped before the plane mus t ieload the chemical . It is also res tric ted 
in that the chemical is most effec tive only within a limited range of water 
temperature and salt and mineral content . The purchase price of the chemical 
adds to the cos t of air tanker operat ions , but , because of the small quanti ties 
used , the cost is low . If used in areas with light to moderate canopies and 
light to moderate intensity fires , it wil l  probably hold the fire for 
from two to four hours . 

( c )  Long Term Retardants -- These are the most limited in availab il ity in that a 
plane must land at a base and reload for each drop . They are also the mos t  
expensive due to the quantities required . O n  the o ther hand , long term 
retardants are by far the mos t  effective in that they are effec tive even on 
fairly ho t fires , and can be expec ted to hold a fire for 12 to 24 hours . 

It should be pointed out that the figures given above for effect ivene ss of the 
various retardants are rule of thumb figures based upon observations of field 
opera tions . The actual effectiveness values to be used in the study will be based on 
the resul ts of separate investigations which are currently being under taken . Generally 
speaking , the actual effectiveness of each of the retardants varies direct ly with the 
amount of the re tardant app lied and inversly with the intensity of the fire to which 
it is being applied . 

( 2 )  Operating Concep ts 

(a)  The "One S trike" Concep t -- A number of aircraft are dispatched immediately 
in the hope that one drop from each aircraf t will be suff icient to hold the 
f ire , thus releasing the aircraft for further action on o ther target s .  This 
is mos t  useful where the fire is small , the delayed time is expec ted to be 
long , and lakes are no t numerous . 

(b)  The "Continuous Operation" Concept -- One or more p lanes are dispatched to a 
fire on which they are expected to be operating for a fairly lengthy period -
quite of ten holding until  the arrival of a ground crew . This is most useful 
where there are numerous lakes , delay time is not expected to be long , and the 
fire . is small  to moderate  in s ize . 

The calculation of a deterministic solution of the op t imum aircraf t operat·ion 
on each f ire would require an exceedingly complex analysis of the interac tion between all 
of the factors involved . Because o f  this comp lexity simulation appears to be the best 
method for finding the solution at  the p resent time . If a simulation model is used , a 
very large number of alternatives can be examined and compared . One of the maj or problems 
with simulation is the large number of solut ions (many of which are of little or no 
intere s t )  which can be examined . In this analysis , approximately 2 , 300 individual solu
t ions could be calculated for each of the 40 , 000 fires in the sample . Even with high 
speed computers , the time requirements would be considerable . A few simplifying assumptions 
are used which sub�tantially reduce the actual number of trials on each fire . The assump
t ions are : 

(1)  If the cost  of flying to and from the f ire  with a s ingle aircraft is  greater 
than the total suppres sion cost no further calculations are necessary as dispatch 
is not j ustifiable on economic grounds . Similar limitations will be developed for 
the area burned obj ective . 

( 2 )  Land based aircraft will use l ong term retardants only . Since they have to land· 
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to load and since circuit time is expec ted to be fairly long , the load should be 
as effective as possible . 

( 3 )  Only long te rm retardants will be used with the "one strike" concep t .  
(4)  Water-based aircraft wil l use shor t term re tardan ts only . It is felt that the 

increased effectiveness relative to wa ter offsets  the requiremen ts for periodic 
reloading , and chemicals can be flown to landable lakes near the fire . 

( 5 )  The firs t load with a water based aircraft will be long term re tardants 
whenever feas ible . 

(6)  Land based air tankers canno t be used for air transport . 
( 7 )  The number of aircraf t will be increased only as long as the total cost is reduced . 

�len the add ition of an aircraft increases total costs , calculat ions cease for 
tha t par ticular combination of fac tors . 

All of the above assump tions are reasonable considering present operating 
practices . Wi th them it is possible to reduce the number of solut ions which must be  
calculated to about one-tenth of the to tal pos sible number . It is also expected that 

, one-four th to one-third of the fires can be immediately el iminated by use of the first 
as sump tion . 

The analysis will p roceed generally as follows . After the simula tion model 
has been developed , a separate computer run is made for each type of aircraft .  Within 
each run , the effec tiveness of all combinations of interest are calculated for each 
f ire subj ect to the above assumptions , and the most effective combination for that 
aircraf t type is selec ted . All per tinent data for the optimum combination for each 
aircraf t is permanently s tored . The results for all other combina tions for that 
aircraf t type are discarded . If the optimum combination of the aircraf t under 
consideration has a greater effect iveness than all p reviously-considered aircraft , 
the resul ts of that run are substituted in the fire record in p lace o f  the previously 
mos t  effective aircraf t . Suff icient descrip tive information is also added to 
the record so that it is pos sib le to determine the exact optimum combination which was 
determined for every fire . 

E .  Distribution of resul ts by Geographical Conf iguration 

When all fires have been analyzed for a single aircraf t type , distributions 
of the effectiveness of the specific aircraft type are calculated . Using the most 
effective combinations on each fire (regardless of whether or no t that aircraf t type 
was more effective than all o ther types) , the following distribut ions and to tals 
by region and the province as a whole are determined , using the resul ts from 
individual f ires : 

( 1 )  
( 2 )  
( 3 )  
(4)  
( 5 )  

( 6 )  
(7 )  
(8)  

savings in suppression expenditures 
savings in area burned 
savings in suppression time 
number of hours flown 
the number of times that each of zero through the maximum number o f  aircraft were 
used on individual fires 
the number of times that each tactic was used 
the numper of t imes that each method of operation was used 
for each tactic and method of operation , determine the dis tribution of each o f  
the f o llowing : 

(a)  fire to lake distance 
(b)  fire to base distance 
( c )  rate of perimeter growth 
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(d ) rate of line cons truc tion 
(e ) ground travel time 
(f) fire size at the time of detec tion 

Using the first four distributions , the effec tiveness of each aircraft type relative 
to all others can be determined . Us ing the last four , the best method of operation for 
the aircraft type can be determined for each geographical configuration. 

�1en all aircraf t types have been considered , dist ributions of parameters for 
the best aircraf t on each fire are determined . All of the distributions discus sed above 
are s tratified by aircraft type . In addition , the number of times that each aircraft 
type is best sui ted is tabulated . By analysis o f  the distribut ions thus obtained it  
is possible to determine the opt imum aircraft and method of operat ion for  each adminis
trative region and geographical conf iguration . 

3 .  Establishment of the Demand for Aircraft Assis tance 

The sample selection procedures have been completely revised since the first 
repor t .  The present p rocedure uses the resul ts of the simulat ion model which was 
described in the previous section . As described , this model determines the potential cost 
and area savings attainable through the use of the hypothetically most efficien t 
aircraft and tactics .  

In the p revious analyses the maximum potential benefits accruable through the 
use of aircraf t have been calculated for each fire . This benefit can only be achieved in 
practice if the correct number o f  the best aircraf t are availab le at the airport 
closest to the fire and they are used in the most efficient manner . For the maj ority 
o f  fires , one o r  more o f  the above condit ions will not be met by any system which could 
be p ractically implemented . Therefore , the to tal benefit accrued f rom the use of any 
aircraft sys tem will be somewhat less than the maximum po tent ial benef it . 

The above discussion leads to the consideration of three types of miss ions . 
They are :  

A .  missions with po tentially positive benefits 
B .  missions with negative benefits 
C .  supporting missions . 

A .  Missions Wi th Potentially Positive Benefits 

There are two subclasses of fires under this heading . A discussion o f  the 
j ustification of dispatch is not necessary for those fires on which the benefits remain 
positive after dispatch is made from the available resources , since the justification 
is obvious . The j ustification is no t obvious , however , in the case of marginal 
fires where the benefits are positive under ideal conditions , but become negative when the 
available resources mus t  be used . It might be argued that it would be bet ter no t to 
include these fires �s part o f  the demand since they const itute an expense rather than 
a benefit . On the other hand , the benefits accruable under ideal conditions were 
determined through the use of a number of very complex computer programs which use 
complete information gathered after the fac t . A dispatcher has neither the computational 
facility nor hindsight available to him . He generally makes his dec isions on the basis 
of estimates and incomplete informa t ion . As a resul t a dispatcher cannot make the fine 
distinctions which are being made in this analysis . 
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As has been previously ment ioned one of the obj ec tive s of the simulat ion 
is the greatest poss ible real ism. In real life there is a general tendency to 
dispatch a sligh tly larger suppression force than might ac tually be necessary whenever 
pos sible . This is based on the reasoning that on the average , it is less costly to 
spend a lit tle more than necessary on several fires than to lose a single fire due to 
an insufficient initial at tack force . Therefore , all marginal fires will be included 
in the demand schedule . 

B .  Miss ions with Negative Benefits 

If  the simulation were at temp ting to measure the maximum theore tical benefit 
which an aircraft sys tem would provide , missions with nega t ive benefits would be 
excluded during the selec tion p rocess . The purpose , however , is to mea sure the ac tual 
benefit which a prac tical sys tem could real iz e .  This requires that certain fires , on 
which the use of airc raft is not quite j us ti fiab le b e  included as part of the demand , 
because there are p ract ical reasons why aircraft are sent to fires even though their 
dispatch inc reases the total supp ression costs . Two of the most frequently encountered 
reasons are discussed below.  

(1)  Lack of information abou t the fire a t  the time of dispatch . This reason for 
dispatch is not the same as was discussed under part A of this sec t ion . In the 
former case the dispatcher had fairly good informat ion about the fire but was 
unable to make a sufficiently fine distinc tion as to the need for aircraf t .  In 
the p resent case it of ten happens that very l i t tle is known other than the fact that 
a fire has been reported . The dispatcher knows that if he waits for more complete 
information to make his decision ,  it may be received too lat e .  The amount of time 
that he is will ing to wai t  should be inversely related to the F . W . I .  Under high 
or extreme conditions he may ac t immediately , dispatching a pred etermined 
minimum crew and holding add i tional forces in a state of readiness until more 
complete informa tion is received . Under these circumstances , some of the aircraf t 
dispatch decisions cannot be j ustified on an economic basi s .  As long as 
detection sy stems are such that only incomplete informat ion is relayed to the 
dispatcher , this type of excess expend iture will be par t of any aircraft system, 
and therefore it has to be included in this analysis . 

In the model , these fires will be selec ted on a random basis . The probability 
of dispatch wil l  be inversely related to the F . W . I .  I t  will also be influenced by the 
detec tion source .  For example , it will be assumed that detec tion airc raft  under the 
emp loy of the p rotec tion agency are capable of relaying complete informat ion in 
suffic ient detail for the dispatcher ' s  use . Therefore , there will be no economically 
unj ustified dispatch to fires detec ted by these aircraft .  Towers and non-airborne 
fores try personnel provide some information about fires but it is more l imited than 
information provided by detec tion aircraf t .  Thus , some f ires detec ted by towers will 
be included in this category . Las tly , information about fires detect ed by the general 
public has the lowest reliability . Therefore , this group of fires will have the 
highest probability of dispatch without information .  It should be noted that our 
initial sample contains only real fires . The problem of weeding out fal se alarms re
ported by the general public is not a fac tor in this simulation , but does of course 
have to be Faken into account in the real world . 

( 2 )  In-season training flights . The effic iency and accuracy o f  airtanker crews is 
related to the amount of prac tice they receive . Because of thi s ,  it is common 
p ractice to dispatch crews to fires at lea s t  once every 10 days . If f ires 
requiring airtanker action do not occur for that length of t ime , or longer , 
crews are oft en dispatched on training missions . Therefore the selec t ion p rocedure 
will include the necessity tha t  each airtanker flies to at lea s t  one target at 
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least once every 10 days regardless of the economic jus tifica tion of the fire 
itself . �len tabulating sys tem benefits , if dispatch to a fire with nega tive 
benefits does not occur due to lack of aircraft availabil ity it will be treated 
as a co st which did no t occur . In other words , it will no t be inc luded in the 
benefit calcula tio n .  

C .  Support Missions 

While the use of aircraft in support of ground forces is not an uncommon 
occurrence , measurement of the benefits derived therefrom is much mo re complex than 
measurement o f  the benefits der ived through initial at tack ; i . e . , it is more dif ficul t 
to determine what would have happened if aircraft had no t been used . 

With initial at tack the answer is of ten relatively simple -- the fire would 
have continued to grow until ground forces arrived on the fire . In a s tudy of 
air tanker use conducted by the D ivis ion o f  Fire Contro l ,  U . S .  Fores t Service (1965)  
an average of 84% of the on target drops which could be classified as init ial 
attack were rated as being of definite help compared with 66% of on target drops 
in a supporting rolel • A fur ther problem remains concerning the "definite help" 
drops for support purpo ses -- that is the determination of the additional area that 
would have burned , or the additional expense that would have been incurred had the 
airtankers not been emp loyed . For mo st fires , solutions to these problems cannot 
be determined with any degree of accuracy.  Results of the above s tudy also  indicated 
that drops on class E fires  had the lowest probability o f  being useful (about 37%) as 
compared to class A fires ( the second lowest)  of 5 2% .  The greatest probability of 
effectiveness (70%) was on the class B and C fires . 

For the above reasons it is common p ractice to t ransfer air tankers from a 
suppor t ing role to an initial at tack role whenever the two occur simul taneously . In 
fac t ,  some o rganizations do not dispatch airtankers to large fires unless they are 
requested for specific and l imited targets . The model wil l  attempt to simulate this 
p ractice in allocating demand in a support capacity.  For all  fires which are beyond the 
extended at tack categor y ,  a random selec tion process will generate support missions which 
are similar in requirements and duration to randomly selec ted init ial attack missions . 
The selec tion process wil l  also generate the number of missions for each fire (including 
the possibility of no missions at all ) . 

The result of the selec tion process will be a list o f  fires which require 
action by aircraf t and the amount of action required . The po tential savings in 
suppression costs and/or area burned for all of the fires on this list will be used as 
a demand schedule which all systems will attempt to satisfy . Although no practical 
sys tem can possibly satisfy all o f  the demand , that percent of the demand which is 
satisfied can be used as a valid measure of the effec tiveness of any system . With 
this measure of effec tiveness sys tems can be readily compared with each o ther and 
the best system to employ under various sets of circums tances can be determined . 

I Initial at tack is classified for the purpose o f  this report as : direct and indirect 
l ine building and delaying . Support is classified as : cooling to hold a line , 
cooling a spo t f ire and reinforc ing a weak line . 
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4 .  Preliminary Selection an��loca tion of Aircraft 

A.  General 

The selec tion and deployment of a fleet of aircraft is a considerably more 
complex problem than dispatching the opt imum aircraft type to an individual fire . The 
greatest dif ficulty resul ts from the in te rdependence that exis ts not only between two 
aircraf t ,  whether they are of the same or of differing types , but also be tween two 
airports , in that an aircraft can be sent to fires which are closer to other airports 
if aircraft  are no t available at the closest airport . Airc raft dispa tched to  fires 
nearer to an airport o ther than the one at which the aircraf t is ass igned may be able to 
service the fire at only a slight reduc tion in effec tiveness due to the longer init ial 
travel time . Thus , when calculating the po tential savings which can be attributed to 
the assignment of an aircraft to an airport , a percentage of the savings that would be 
realized if the aircraf t were ass igned to each of the surrounding airports must be added 
to the total benefits . The percentage of savings which canno t be realized is propor
tional to the increased initial travel time and the probability of the non-availabil ity 
of the aircraf t . 

The interdependence o f  aircraf t and airports requires that a substantial 
number of assignment combinat ions be tes ted to insure the determination of an optimum 
solution. The testing o f  numerous combinations would be prohibitively time consuming 
and expensive if done by accumulating totals for individual fires . For this reason the 
aircraft selec tion and assignment algorithim mus t  be based on the expected values of the 
relevant fire behavior and control parameters within the sphere of influence of each 
airpo r t .  The use of expected values necessitates the acquisition of data on probabilities 
of simultaneous fire occurrence and aircraft availabil ity at all airport combinations . 
For example if , when a f ire occurs at  an airport o ther than the one to which an aircraft 
has been assigned, a fire is also burning at  the base airpor� the aircraft canno t service 
both fires s imultaneously . If , on the o ther hand , there is no fire at  the base airport 
the aircraf t can be  dispatched to the more dis tant fire . This can be  further complicated 
by the fact that the number of aircraft required for each simultaneously occurring fire 
may not be the same , thus possibly permitting dispatch of some but not all aircraft from 
one airport to the fires at ano ther . Solutions to each o f  these specific problems will 
be discussed subsequently in this section . 

When comparing the possible assignment of several aircraft types , the costs 
o f  making each assignment have to be considered as wel l  as the total savings .  Therefore , 
the net benefit of each of the possible assignments have to be compared with each o ther 
before a decision can be made as to which is bes t . The net benefit derived from an 
aircraf t assignment is s imp ly : 

NB 

f 

K 

� (TSk - VCk) - FC 
k = 1 

Where : NB Net Benefit 
Total Savings 
Variable Costs 
Fixed Costs 
Airpor t Number 

TS 
VC 
FC 
k 

The aircraf t-airport combination with the greatest NB will be chosen . 
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One solution to the problem of ass igning aircraft to a base airport would be 
to determine the net benefit of each aircraf t at each airport and assign the aircraf t 
to the airport with the highe st  ne t benef it . After the first aircraft had been assigned 
to an airport , the demandl at that airport and the surrounding airpo rts is reduced to 
account for that demand which has been satisf ied by the newly-assigned aircraf t .  The 
model is then rerun to determine wh ich of the remaining aircraf t-airport assignments  will 
resul t in the greates t net benefit given the previous assignment . This ass ignment 
p rocedure continues until all aircraft have been ass igned to an airport . Given a 
suffic ient number o f  aircraf t ,  it is quite possible that the ne t benefit of ass igning 
a second aircraf t to an airpor t  will exceed the net benefit of ass igning a first aircraft 
to ano ther airpor t .  Thus , in the final solution airports may have none , one , or several 
aircraft ass igned to them . 

The maj or disadvantage o f  this ass ignment procedure is that the final 
solution may not be optimum . That is , considering aircraft in combina tions may 
p rovide a be tter solution than cons idering each airc raf t individually . The simples t 
method for avo iding this problem would be to determine the solution for all possible 
combina tions of aircraf t and airpor ts . This procedure would be very time consuming , 
however ,  because of the exceedingly large number of combinat ions which are possible , 
even when considering a small fleet and a limit ed number of airports (more than 5 , 000 
alternatives have to be examined if only four aircraft and 20 airports  are considered ) . 
Thus , a more eff icient method of aircraft  allocation was sought . 

Other analytical approaches were cons idered in an attempt to find the best 
one . Queuing theory2 was thought to be promising but the mathematics which are 
required for solving a problem with a hyper-exponential arrival distribution and several 
interdependent mul ti-channel facilities p roved to be too cumbersome . If only a single 
airport and aircraft type were being considered queueing theory might be very useful . 

The possibility of using network analysis2 was also considered . In a s tandard 
network analysis approach all nodes (airports)  are connec ted to all other nodes by arcs.  
The air tanker allocation p roblem could be  solved by satisfying the demand at  all nodes 
with a minimum transfer cost . The procedure generally involves trying all possible 
combina t ions to achieve the minimum. This is generally made poss ible by the prior 
definition o f  supply and receiv ing nodes which are often limited in number . If one 
considers that all airpor ts  may be both a supply and a receiving node , and the large 
number of possible combinations of aircraft allocation such a procedure al so becomes 
cumbersome . 

lFor this s tudy , demand i s  defined as the p o tential benefit whi ch could b e  realized from 
an assignment , whereas net benefit  is realized as a resul t  of an assignment ( the satis
faction o f  demand ) . In o ther words , demand exists b efore ass ignment and benefit is 
realized after the as signment .  

2 
References whi ch dis cuss these p ro cedures in detail are given at the end of the p aper . 
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Having encountered similar diff icul ties with all of the standard approache s 
which were considered , it became evident that a unique algorithm would have to be 
developed to solve the problem . The algorithm which was developed uses the concep t of 
convergence and examines in inc reasing detail an ever dec reasing number of alterna tives 
which appear to have the greatest probability of becoming the opt imum solution . In 
utilizing this algori thm there remains the possibility of sub-op timization but the 
probability of such an occurrence is quite low . The advan tages of the enormous 
reduc tion of alternatives to cons ider and in calculat ions to be made far outweigh the 
consequences of any such possibility.  

B .  The Model 

In discussing the solution that has been developed and the ramifications of 
the procedures involved , the algorithm will be generally described in this sec tion and 
the de tails will be dealt with subsequently . The best way to de scribe the algorithm 
is by means o f  an example . Assume that there are 12 aircraf t ,  four o f  each of three 
types , and 20 airpor ts . Because there are 12 aircraf t ,  the program will loop 12 times , 
and each time a single aircraf t will be ass igned to that airport  at which it contributes 
the greatest ne t benefi t . 

The f irst step in each loop is to calculate the net benefit for every aircraft
airport combination , cons ider ing only those fires which are closest to the airport of 
ass ignment . In the example there would be  60 aircraft-airport combina tions which have 
to be considered . (20 airports t imes 3 aircra f t  types at each) . Next , the average net 
benefit for all combinations is calculated . All combinations which have less than the 
average benefit are eliminated , since it is highly unlikely that the best combination 
will eventually emerge , s tarting with an ass ignment which is init ially inferior to about 
half of the samp l e .  This leaves about 30 combinat ions for the next step . 

Following this , the aircraft ' s  effec tiveness in servic ing fires nearer bases 
o ther than that to which the aircraf t is assigned is cons idered for each of the remaining 
combinations . The benefits of dispatching the airtanker to fires which surround the 
nearest neighbouring bases are computed and added to the original set of benef it s .  In 
the example , the benefits of the approximately 30 remaining aircraft-airport  combinat ions 
are increased by the benefits which would occur if the new aircraft is allowed to service 
fires within the sphere of influence of the airport neare s t  the base at which it would 
be stationed . A new average benefit is then computed and those combinations which have a 
smaller benefit than the new average are discarded . Thus , in our example 30 combinations 
now become approximately 15 . 

The airport  second nearest to the base airport is now considered and benefits 
which would accrue from servicing fires surrounding this base are now computed and 
added to the original al ternative s .  A third average is determined and al ternatives which 
are less than the average are again discarded . This p rocess is carried out until exactly 
two a l ternat ives remain .  One more airport fur ther removed from each o f  the two 
remaining comb inations is cons idered and the alternat ive having the greates t benefit 
indicates the airport at which the first aircraft is alloca ted . 

I� the final s tep , the total benef i t  which can be a t tributed to allocating 
this aircraft is determined . The method o f  calculat ing this to tal will be described in 
detail subsequently . The unsatisf ied demand at each airport is then reduced by the 
amount which is satisfied by allocat ing the mos t  beneficial aircraf t to its correspond
ing airpor t .  The p rocess then returns to the s tart ing point  and the second aircraft 
is allocated to an airport  in l ike manner . This reiterative process is carried out 
until all aircra f t  are allocated , each to an airport . Figure 5 is a general f,low char t 
which portrays this allocation algorithm .  
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Figure 5 :  General Flow Chart for the aircraft allocat ion model 
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C .  Determina tion of Input Data 

In order to s implify the relat ionships encountered in this problem , several 
expected value and probability matricies are computed . They are : 

( 1 )  The Demand/ Benefit Matrix -- This is the to tal potent ial savings for each 
aircraft of each type at each airport . 

( 2 )  The Aircraft Subst itution Matrix -- This is the percentage of the savings 
o f  every airtanker type which every other airtanker type can account for 
at each airport . 

( 3 )  The Expec ted Values - - These are the expec ted value s f o r  all fire behavior 
and suppression parameters of interest with respect to each airport . 

(4 ) The Airport Distance Matrix -- This is the distance between all airports 
of interest . 

( 5 )  The Airport Priority o f  Select ion Matrix -- This is the order o f  selec t ion 
of neighbouring airports from a predetermined base location . 

( 6 )  The Probability of non-simultaneous Fire Occurrence Matrix -- This i s  the 
probability that a fire requiring aircraf t is no t burning at the two 
airports or sets of airports under consideration of the same time . 

( 1 )  Calculation o f  the demand/benefit matrix 

The total potential savings (TS) for the j th airtanker ( j  
i th type ( i  = 1 ,  I)  a t  the kth airport ( k  = 1 ,  K) , is s imply : 

N 

TSi ,j ,k L 
n = 1 

S i ,j , k , n  

1 ,  J )  o f  the 

Where : K the total number of airports o f  interest  in the province 
J the maximum number o f  aircraft of any s ingle type used on any s ingle 

fire in the p rovince 
I the number of aircraft types which were optimum on one or more fires 

the province 
S = the savings for aircraft i ,  j ,  k on f ire n 
N the number of fires serviced by air tanker i ,  j ,  k .  

Only the optimum aircraf t and type o f  operation for each fire are considered . The 
output tape from the previous analysis contains all of the nece ssary info rmation 
required for this analysis . The output of this s tep is a 3 -dimens ional matrix with 
dimensions I x J x K.  The kth p lanel of this matrix is illus trated below : 

I A two-dimens ional surface not an aircraft . 
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Airtanker Aircraft No . (j ) 
Type (1)  1 2 3 + J 

Airport k 
1 S 
2 1/2S  1/2S 
3 1/ 3 S  1/ 3 S  1/3S 

+ 

I 

Computationally , the procedure is as follows : 

If , at airport k ,  one aircraft of type 1 is optimum on a fire , all o f  the savings for 
that fire (S) are entered in loca tion (k, 1 ,  1) . If on another fire , 2 aircraft of type 
2 are optimum, 1/ 2 o f  the total savings are entered in locat ions (k,  2 ,  1 )  and (k,  2 ,  2 ) . 
If, on another fire 3 aircraft o f  type 3 are opt imum , 1/ 3 of the to tal savings are entered 
in the appropriate locations . When a second entry is made to an individual location in 
the matrix , the savings are added to the p revious subtotal s .  A similar 2 dimensional 
matrix is tabulated for each airport . The totals in each location after fire N is 
tabulated are the values of TS which will be used . 

( 2 )  Calculation of the Aircraft Substitution Matrix 

The percentage of the savings of an airtanker type (a) that another airtanker 
type (b) can satisfy (PSa b) is given by the relationship : , 

Where :  

PS b a ,  = 

N 

I: 
n = 1 

N 

L: 
n = 1 

SO  na 

= Savings on fire n for aircraft type a where aircraft type a is optimum . 
Savings  for aircraft type b on the same f ire as above . 

This operation requires the creation of a tape file after each run in the 
analysis described in Part A of this sect ion , s ince only the savings for the optimum 
operation are permanently retained as part o f  the f ire record . The output for this 
operation is  in the form of a 3 -dimensional matrix with dimensions K x I x I .  The 
kth plane of the matrix is illustrated below . 

Air tanker Airtanker Type 
Airport k type a b c + I 

a x 
b x 
c x 
+ 
I x 
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The computational procedure is as follows : if , on a fire , at airport k ,  
airtanker type a i s  best , the savings for type a are entered in location (k ,  a ,  a )  and 
the savings for the optimum combination of every other type on the same fire are entered 
in rows b through I in column a .  If on another fire , airtanker type b is best , the 
savings for type b are entered in (k,  b ,  b) and all other savings are entered in their 
appropriate rows in column b .  This procedure cont inues un til all fires have been 
considered . The savings for subsequent encounters of the same air tanker types are 
added to preceding sub to tals . Finally , for each airport k all subtotals in column a are 
divided by the total in (k , a ,  a) , those in column b by the total in ( k ,  b ,  b) etc . 

( 3 )  Calculation of the Expec ted Values 

There are six parameters of interes t :  

(a)  ground crew dispatch and travel time ( ETTk) 
(b)  perimeter of fire at the time of detection (EPDk) 
( c )  rate of perimeter growth (ERPGk) 
(d)  rate of line construction ( ground crew) ( ERLCk) 
(e)  rate of mop-up (ERMUk) 
( f )  the percent o f  fires which require each o f  1 through J aircraf t at 

each airport . 

(4)  Calculation of the Airport Distance Matrix 

A computer program (Valenzuela , 19 71) is used to calculate distances between 
points where the location of each point is given in terms of longitude and latitude . 
Accuracy of the program is  0 . 04 percent up to 600 miles . Output is in the form of a 
two dimensional matrix s imilar to a standard distance table found on gas company road 
map s . 

( 5 )  Calculation of the Airport Priority of Selection Matrix 

Using each airport (k) as a base , a priority o f  selec tion for all o ther 
airports relative to the kth airport is determined . The priority is based on order of 
increasing distance from the base airport (k) . The output is in the form of a two 
dimensional matrix with dimensions k x k-l . A hypothetical example is shown below : 

Airport 
1 
2 
3 
� 
K 

1st 
12 

4 
9 

2nd 
3 
5 
1 

3rd 
4 

10 
8 

+ (k-1) in which the number of 
the airport which is 
closest , second 
closes t ,  etc . to every 
airport in the system 
is listed . 

This table can be computed directly from the results o f  the previous analysis by 
s imply sort ing all stations on the basis of increasing dis tance from each airport k 
under consideration . 

(6)  Calculation of the Probability of Non-simultaneous Occurrence Matrix 
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Determine the probability that when a relevant firel is burning uncontrolled 
at each airport k (k = 1 ,  K) in each o f  the sequences determined in 5 above that there 
is no s imilar fire burning at any one of the pre ceding airports  in the sequence (PSFa , b) ' 
For example , if in the p revious table , a fire is burning at airport 12 what is the 
p robabil ity that a fire is not burning at airport 11  If  a relevant fire is burning at 
airpor t 4 what is the probability that relevant fires are not burning at either airport s  
1 or 1 2  or 31 

These p robabilities have to be determined from the bas ic fire occurrence data , 
a s  the s imul taneous occurrence of fires at any airport is not entirely independant of 
the occurrence at o ther airports since both are under the influence of similar weather 
pat terns . 

D .  Calculation of Total Savings for the Selected Combination 

The procedure for accumulating total savings for each aircraft assigned to the 
system depends on whether the aircraft is : 

( 1 )  the f i r s t  one i n  the system or , 
( 2 )  the firs t one at a n  airport or , 
(3) the second or subsequent aircraft at an airport . 

Each of the above will be considered seperately .  

( 1 )  For the f irs t aircraft assigned in the system : 

(a)  at  base airpo r t  (k=l)  
First , the assigned aircraf t ( i , j ) account s  for  all of the savings attributable to it 
at  the base airport (1) (TSi , i 1) '  In addition , the assigned air tanker can account for 
some of the savings attributaoie to o ther airtanker types at that airpo r t . It cannot 
account for all of the savings o f  any o ther aircraf t type however , s ince by definition 
only those aircraft which were best on at leas t one fire are being considered . An aircraft  
type is best only if it saves more than any o ther aircraft type on one or more fire s . The 
percentage of each of the savings of o ther airtanker types which the assigned aircraf t ( i) 
can sat isfy (PSi , b ) mul t ip l ied by the s avings attributable to each airtanker type yields 
(TSb , j , k) which is the savings which the assigned airtanker can account for by air tanker 
type . The sum of the individual savings :  

I 

PTSi , j , l  
= � TSb , j , l x b � i 

b = 1 

yields the total savings for all o ther aircraft types which the assigned aircraf t can 
account for at the base airport ( 1 ) . Total savings for the assigned a ircraft at the 

€ base airport are given the sum : 

(16)  = T Si ,j , l  
+ PTSi , j , l  

lA relevant fire i s  one which requires aircraft action . 
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The uns atisfied demand (UDi , j , l ) is calculated by sub tracting PTSi ,j from 
TSi , j , k  for each airc raf t .  UD for the ass igned aircraft equals O .  The original values 
of TSi ,j , l  are replaced by UDi , j , l . 

(b ) at neighboring airports 
The calculation of TSj , k for each of the neighboring airports proceeds in the same manner 
as at the b as e  airport excep t that the assigned aircraft cannot account for all of 
TSi , j , k  at the neighboring airport . The reduced total savings (RTS ) for the assigned 
aircraft type which can b e  ac counted for are given by : 

Where : 

(18)  

Where : 

RTSi , j  , k  

RTSi , j , k  

x PSFI k , n [ RS ( l , k) i ,j  

Reduced total savings at airport k which can be accounted for by  
an assignment at  another base airport . 

Total s avings at airport k .  

Probab i lity o f  non-simultaneous fire occurrence a t  airports 1 and k .  

TSi , j ,k = 

PSF1 , k  
RSi , j = Reduced savings at the airport due to  the increased travel time from 

airport 1 to k .  

n 

= Transfer costs from airport 1 to k .  

= Number o f  aircraf t fires a t  airport k which the aircraft a t  another 
airport would fly to , which is given by : 

Nk = Total number of fires at airport k .  

RTSi ,j , k  i s  calculated in the same manner as TSi , j , k  a t  the base airport . By substituting 
the former for the latter in equation (15) , PTSi , j , k  can be calculated . Finally , total 
s avings for the aircraf t is s imply the sum : 

K 
TSj , 1  + L: 

k = 2 

(RTSi , j , k  
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( 2 )  For the first aircraft ass igned t o  each airport : 

(a) at the base airport : 
There is now one more aircraf t in the system than there was formerly . In the previous 
c ase . only airc raf t type (i)  and airport (k) were considered . Now more than one aircraf t 
a t  a single airport is introduced . thereby causing j to vary also . Previously, j was 
always equal to 1 .  Whereas an aircraf t from one o r  more airports accounted for part of 
the first aircraf t ' s savings . these savings will now be completely accounted for by the 
newly assigned aircraft . However ,  only those savings not previously accounted for can be 
a t tributed to the newly ass igned aircraft . In practice . the aircraft from o ther airports 
wil l  be used to satisfy the demand for second and subsequent aircraf t .  Therefore . the 
percentage of the first aircraft ' s  savings which had been satisfied from o ther airports 
will be applied to the second aircraf t ' s  unsatisf ied demand : 

S i . 2 , 1 
= 

TS UD i . l , l  i . l . l  
TSi , l . l  

x TSi , 2 , 1 

Also , the difference between the new savings for aircraf t 2 and the previously accounted 
for savings is calculated : 

DS S i , 2 , 1  (TSi , 2 , 1 

Similarily , the percentages of the second airtanker ' s savings are applied to 
the third (and the difference calculated ) , and so on until the percentages of all 
p reviously partially accounted for savings have been shif ted to the subsequent 
aircraft and each difference calculated . Lastly,  the savings for the airtanker type 
which result from the assignment of the aircraf t under consideration is given by : 

( 2 2 )  S i ,J , l  UD + i . l , l 

J 

L: S i , j , 1  
j = 2 

By substituting Si , j , l  for TSi , i , l the equations in sect ion (1)  (a) can be used to 
c alculate TSj , l  for the f irst aIrcraft at  each base airp or t .  

(b)  at  all subsequent airports in the sequence :  
The newly assigned aircraft can account for some of the unsat isfied demand for those 
aircraft which have had their savings p reviously partially accounted for . The procedure 
is as follows : 
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Any aircraft where UD == 0 is eliminated . For all other aircraf t where UD � T S  (in other 
wo rds , where some of the savings have been previously accounted fo r) the procedures 
discussed above under (1)  and ( 2 , a) are used . These procedures also apply to the 
first (and only the first)  aircraft where TS has no t been reduced (TS == UD) - - 1 .  e .  
none of the original savings have been accounted for.  In other wo rd s ,  a t  each airport 
the effect of the additional travel dis tance is computed , the savings for the same 
air tanker type as the one ass igned are calculated , the savings for the other types 
are calculated and a new UD is calculated in each case . Finally , the results for each 
airpor t are totalled . The total is added to TSj , 1  to yield T Sj for the currently 
assigned aircraf t .  

( 3 )  Fo r the second or subsequent aircraf t ass igned to an airport : 

(a) at the base airport :  
. Use the same procedure as in ( 2 )  (a) except that the app lication is to the first air
craft in the sequence where UD F O .  This wil l  no longer be the first aircraft a t  the 
airport . The shif ting of UD commences  with the firs t aircraft where UD F O .  

(b) at all subsequent airports in the sequence : 
The second aircraft at a base airport can account for no t only the second aircraf t ' s  
savings at subsequent airports as in ( 2 ) b ,  but it can also account for some of the first 
aircraf t ' s  savings at neighboring airpor ts which could not be satisfied by the first 
aircraf t at  the base airport . If there are two aircraft at the base airport and fire 
is burning , which requires only one aircraf t ,  the second aircraf t may be dispatched to 
neighboring airports . The percentage of one aircraft fires (PFj k) at the base airport 
is equal to the percentage of the first aircraf t ' s  UD which can be satisf ied at 
neighboring airports by the assignment of the second aircraf t to the base airport . 
This procedure can be extended to three or more aircraft by using the percentage of . 
fires which require j - 1 aircraf t at the base airpor t , where j is the number of ass ign
ed aircraft .  

In addition , there is the percentage of the savings which can be accounted for 
as described in ( 2 ) b .  The aircraft under consideration can account for one percentage or 
the o ther , but no t bo th at once . To solve this problem , the cross p roduc t of (PFj , k) 
and the percentage in ( 2 ) b  is added to the larger of the two (rather than simply adding 
the two ) , This value is then applied as described in (2 ) b .  

E .  Summary 

In summary , the aircraft selec tion and allocation model consists of three 
main par t s .  (1)  determination of input data , which i s  run only onc e ,  ( 2 )  selec tion o f  
the optimum aircraft-airport comb ination and ( 3 )  tabulat ion of the total savings attri
butable to each assignment . The last two parts are repeated as many t imes as there are 
aircraft to be  ass igned , with each run depending on the results of p revious runs . 

Tne general procedures outlined above wil l  yield preliminary est imates of the 
mixture and distribution of a hypothetically optimum f leet . These p rocedures wil l  
no t yield the f inal answers however , a s  the inter-relationship s between aircraft transfer 
costs , base maintenance cos t s , and sys tem effec tiveness will have to be examined in 
detail before final decisions can be made with regard to either of these topic s .  
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5 .  Es timation of the Opt imum Fleet Size 

It is hypothesized that the slope of the func tion describing the savings which 
can be at tributed to increasing air tanker fleet size is similar to the no rmal single 
input , single output produc tion func tion (see Figure 6 ) . Ini tially , as the number of  
air  tankers is  increased , each additional air tanker is complementary,  i . e . , the  savings 
for two or mo re air tankers acting toge ther is grea ter than the sum of each of these uni ts  
ac ting independently , and the marginal savings inc rease (A  through B ,  Figure 6 ) . A point 
is reached when add itional air tankers are no longer the cri tical fac tor and the marginal 
savings curve flat tens out and eventually beg ins to decrea se . This state continues until 
the marginal savings become nega tive and addit ional airtanke rs will dec rea se the total 
savings (B through C ,  Figure 6 ) . Introducing airtankers into the system is economically 
j ustifiable only if the marginal savings are greater than the marginal cost . Between 
the point where marginal savings begin to decrease and the point where marginal savings 
are less than the marginal cost is the region where rational managers operate ( B  through 
C ,  Figure 6 ) , Before point B is reached , adding an air tanker increases the average 
saving of each air tanker p reviously added . After point C has been passed , an add it ional 
air tanker will decrease the total savings . The opt imum number of  air tankers is at  the 
point where the marginal savings are the greates t .  The point of maximum savings is the 
point where the last air tanker produced a saving which was j ust  greater than the cost  
of  adding the airtanker . To maximize profit , the manager operates with close  to  the 
opt imum numb er of airtankers . To maximize savings , the manager increases the number 
of airtankers until point C is reached . 

In previous analyses , total costs and total savings for each airtanker in the 
system were calculated . By accumulating these values from zero through a large number 
of  air tankers ,  to tal sys tem cos t s  and savings can be calculated for any number of  air
tankers .  Further , the marginal cos t s  and savings can also be calculated for any number 
of  airtankers . By plotting these values ,  a series of  functions such as are described in 
Figure 6 are ob tained . Since the suppression of  forest fires is in the public interest  
and financed primarily with publ ic fund s ,  it is assumed that maximum savings rather than 
maximum profit is the point at which the sys tem should operate .  Therefore , the optimum 
fleet  size with respect to economic criteria wil l be that number of  airtankers which is 
closest to (but no t past )  point C .  

If the obj ec tive function i s  the maximization o f  the reduction o f  area burned , 
an analys is of  the func tion beyond point C is necessary . In this region , the system is 
operating at a net loss , while saving a greater area than is the case at point C .  For 
each airtanker added beyond point C the loss in savings can be divided by the number o f  
acres saved , yielding a cos t  per acre saved . Since each add itional air tanker saves some 
area , the manager mus t  then decide on the value of his land , or failing that , he mus t  
decide o n  the amount o f  money he i s  willing t o  spend per acre saved . The size of the 
system then becomes the number of airtankers where the cost per acre saved of the last 
unit added is j us t  less than o r  equal to the amount which the manager is will ing to spend . 

6 ,  Determining the Effects of Aircraft Transfer 

A .  Daily and Short lerm Transfer 

Aircraft are transferred from one airport to another on a daily or short 
term basis for one or more of  the following reasons : 

( 1 )  in anticipation of  demand due to greater f ire hazard , 
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FIGURE 6 .  Hypo thetical total , average and marginal savings as a f unction of the 
number of aircraft in a flee t .  
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( 2 )  t o  provide temporary protection a t  locations which cannot j us tify a n  aircraf t on 
a full-time basis or 

(3)  to be closer to active fires . 

If the ques tion of trans fer concerns only a single aircraf t and two airports , 
the decis ion on whether or not to transfer can be based on the solution of a relatively 
s imple equation : 

T B  

Where ; T B  transfer benefits . If TB  is positive , transfer should take place . If TB  
is zero or negat ive , transfer should no t occur . 

(�) 

Where : 

(�) 

ES2 = expected savings attributable to the aircraft at the airport that the 
aircraf t would be transfered to . 

ESI expected savings attributable to the aircraf t at the airport that the 
aircraf t would be transfered from . 

P S  percentage of  savings a t  airport 2 which can be achieved b y  dispatching an 
aircraft from airpor t 1 .  If the two airports are suffic iently far apart 
that an aircraft from one cannot service f ires at ano ther they may be 
considered mutually exclusive , therefore PS = O .  

TC transfer cos t .  If the receiving airport has no maintenance facil ities 
the round trip cos t is used . If there are maintenance facilities at 
the receiving airport  the one way cost is used . In either cas e ,  the per 
d iem. cos t  of the crew is added . 

The expected savings are determined by the following relationship : 

P = o 
P 

S a 
= k , a 

ES = P o x P a x S 
k , a  

probability of 
probability of 
average saving 

fire occurrence (a func tion of the FFMC) . 
an aircraft being required (a func tion of  the FWI) . 
per f ire at airport k for plane a ,  which is s imply : 

S k , a  
= 

TS a 
na 

Where : TS a na 
total savings for plane a .  

= number o f  fires at tacked by plane a .  This procedure can b e  applied to the 
trans fer of  two or more aircraf t by s imp ly totalling the expected savings 
for each . 
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The decision as to when the aircra f t  should return to it ' s  home base is 
partially governed by the facilities of the rece iving airpor t .  If  the receiving air
port has re tardan t mixing fac ilities only , the aircraft should return to the nearest 
base with maintenance facilities every night for daily preven tative maint enance .  In 
the case of  a receiving airport with maintenance facilities , the aircraft does not have 
to return to it ' s home base until the transfer bene fits (TB) minus the extra costs of 
maintaining the aircraft  away from it ' s  base becomes zero or negat ive . 

When considering several aircraf t at several airports the transfer problem 
b ecomes considerably more complex . Rather than simply considering individual aircraf t ,  
and airports , the obj ec tive becomes one of transposing the current deployment o f  the 
f lee t or system state to a s tate which approaches the optimum by balancing total sys tem 
transfer costs wi th to tal expec ted savings . All possible combina tions of transfer have 
to be considered to insure the determination of an optimum solut ion . 

The interdependency of aircraf t and airports with each o ther prohib its the 
cons ideration of all possible combinat ions . As a result , a step-wise transfer model 
is used to derrive a solution . This model uses many o f  the procedures in the aircraft 
allocation mode l .  ES i , j , k  ( expec ted daily savings)  is subst ituted for TSi , j , k  (to tal 
seasonal savings) , and two cons traints are added : 1)  airports without aircraft do no t have 
to be considered at this time , thus reducing the number of operations required , and 2 )  if 
it is known that an aircraf t wil l  fly a mission early in the morning (due to a fire out 
of  control at the end of  the p revious day , or a f ire detected early on the day under 
consideration) , it wil l  no t be transferred . The transfer decision will be made at 9 am 
each morning . The model is in two parts : (1)  initialization which es tabl ishes the sys tem 
s tate at the t ime of analys is , and ( 2 )  transfer , which considers the possibility of air
craft transfer given the initial sys tem s tate . 

Initialization involves the calculation of ESj for every aircraf t in the sys tem . 
Since ESj for any aircraft depends on the location of all other aircraf t ,  and the order 
of  select ion , the aircraf t are sorted in order o f  decreasing ESj . This is done with the 
same convergence routine used in the allocation model . As previously mentioned , the 
convergence routine repeatedly calculates the average ESj for an ever decreasing number 
o f  alterna t ives in increasing detail , while dropping about half of the alternatives at 
each s tep . ESj is then calculated for the aircraf t with the highest value . As in the 
previous model , the process is  repeated until  ESj has been calculated for each aircraf t 
in the system .  Then the total expected savings for the sys tem (ES)  are calculated : . 

J 
(26)  ES = L 

j = 1 

With the calculation o f  ES , the initialization is complete . The transfer 
model then considers one aircraft at a t ime , s tarting with the aircraft with the 
lowest ESj , since that aircraf t has potentially the highest TB . ESj (j = J) is 
sub tracted from ES , and from ESj ,k wherever aircraft j has any inf�uenc e .  I f  TBj , k  
is zero or negative , for every comb ination , the program s tops immed1ately , and no 
transfer oCfurs . If TB; , k  is positive for one o r  more combinations , the aircraft is 
moved to the loca t ion where the highest TBj ,k occurs . 

At this point , the p rogram returns to the s tart and recalculates ESj , k for 
every aircraft in the sys tem, in a new o rder of decreasing ESj , k  as wel l  as a new 
ES , because a change in the status of any aircraft affec ts every o ther aircraf t in 
the system due to their interdependency . As a final check , the new ES must be greater 
than the previous value in order for the transfer to be finalized . Since it is 
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difficult to conceive of a situat ion where TB was positive and ES did not increase , 
the new ES wil l ,  in all probability be greater than the former value . 

The program again considers the aircraf t with the lowest ESj , k which results 
from the new calculations in the same manner as before , and trans fers a second aircraft 
if TB is pos itive . In like manner ,  the program repeats the process o f  transferring an 
aircraft and recalculating ES unt il an aircraf t is encountered which canno t be trans
ferred , at which time the program stops . In many cases the resulting solution will be 
the op timum solution . Since all comb inat ions were no t considered , however , there remains 
a slight possibility that a sUb-op timum solut ion is determined ( i . e .  a good solution but 
no t the best) . However ,  since this p roblem has to be solved once per day for several 
f ire seasons , effic iency is essential . Furthermore , as long as the aircraf t are reason
ab ly well allocated , the precise allocat ion is not crit ical because of the speed with 
which aircraft can respond to changing situat ions . Therefore , the prob lem of sub-opti
mization is not cons idered to be an important factor . 

B .  Seasonal or Permanent Transfer 

If each airtanker were a completely self sufficient entity it would be 
possib le to assign them in proportion to local fire control requirements . Airtankers 
are no t self sufficient however , in fact they are highly dependant on maintenance and 
support facilities . The es tablishment and operation of bases involves both fixed and 
variable expenditures over and above aircraft maintenance expenses . Since the costs 
o f  these bases are part of the total sys tem cos ts the sys tem should contain as few bases 
as possible , cons trained , of course , by the reduc tion in overall fire suppression 
effectiveness and increase in daily transfer cos t s  as the number of bases is reduced . 

The two limits on the possible number of bases are intuitively apparent . 
The smallest number is a single centrally located base . This would obviously be the 
most  eff icient and least expens ive with respect to maintenance operat ions . In contrast , 
the greatest number of bases would be one at every airport . This is obviously the 
mos t  expens ive type of maintenance operation . Since total savings for the system 
should be inversely related to the number of bases , a procedure for determining the 
op timum balance b etween the two mus t  be developed . There are four possible al ternatives 
at each airport : 

( 1 )  No faci lities whatsoever - this means that the airpor t  in question is not usable 
for fire suppression work .  

( 2 )  Re tardant mixing facilities only - these bases can be used for daily fire suppression 
work but aircraf t mus t  return to a maintenance base each night . 

( 3 )  Replacement and minor repair facilities - it will be assumed that these bases also  
include re tardant mixing fac ilities , if appropriate to the type of operation . The 
facili t ies would include a crew of mechanics ,  a stock of repair part s  and sufficient 
equipment to perform repairs up to and including engine replacement . A minimum of 
permanent facilities is sufficient . 

(4 ) Maj or facilities - each sys tem normally requires only one such base . All repair 
work including air frame and engine overhall and modif ication are done at this 
base . Such a pase requires extens ive permanent shop and hangar facilities . 

S ince aircraf t would travel to the maj o r  facility very infrequent ly ( in fact perhaps 
not at  all during the fire season) it l s  location has little or no effect on overall 
system effectiveness . Therefore , to s implify the analysis maj o r  facilities will not 
b e  considered . 

Solution of the problem is relatively s traightforward . The procedure involves 
the maximization of the funct ion SS : 
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(YJ 88 SF (CB + TC) 

Where : S8 to tal savings for the sys tem 
total cost of bases C B  

8F 
TC 

savings in fire suppress ion expenditures 
to tal trans fer costs 

A hypothetical example of this func tion in shown in Figure 7 .  Compu tat ionally , the 
maximizat ion of this equa tion can be done using an iterative compu ter program to 
calculate 88 for all possible combinat ions of bases using the following general pro
cedure , which is diagrammed in a flow char t in Figure 8 .  

(1)  A hypothetical state is established such that every airport has retardant mixing 
and minor repair facilities and aircraf t are assigned as per the resul ts of the 
distribution analysis . In this case , CB will be maximized and TC will be minimized . 

(Point K in Figure 7 )  
(2)  Eliminate the maintenance base at the airpor t with the smallest total savings 

and re-compute 88 . 
C B  and SF will be lower , TC will increase and SS should increase (point K-I -
Figure 7 ) . If an aircraf t was assigned to the airpor t ,  determine if the reduc tion 
in aircraf t ' s  effec t iveness resulting from the transfer is suff icient to reduce 
i t ' s  to tal savings below it ' s  total costs . If this has in fact occurred , and 
S8 is greater than i t  was before the transfer , the aircraf t is deleted from the 
system and SS is recalculated . If S8  is less than i t  was before the transfer the 
a ircraf t is not deleted . The purpose of this operation is to adj ust  the fleet siz e  
with respect to base and transfer costs . Only marginal aircraft with very low net 
benefits will be eliminated by this s tep . 

(3)  For each maintenance base which is deleted , eliminate from one to as many retardant 
mixing bases as there are maintenance bases already eliminated . These should be 
eliminated in the same order as the eliminat ion of maintenance base s .  Calculate SS 
for each delet ion . 

(4 ) Return to s t ep ( 2 )  until only one base is left in the sys tem .  (Point I - Figure 7 )  
( 5 )  Output the final results  in the form o f  a table which lists S S  for every possib le 

combinat ion of bases (which is limited by the order of select ion as discussed in 
(2)  above) . That combination of mixing and maintenance bases for which SS is the 
maximimum is the optimum economic combinat ion for the system . 

From Figure 7 i t  can be seen that SS will be  low if there are insufficient 
bases as the transfer cos ts  will be high , and the to tal savings will be low. SS will 
also be low at the other end of  the spec trum because base costs  will be high . SS will 
be maximized at some point between the extremes , the exact point depending on SF , CB and 
TC . 

7 .  Determine the Potential Effect iveness of the Hypothetically Opt imum Fleet 

1he f inal s t ep in the analysis of the hypothetically optimum air tanker sys tem 
is  measurement of the overall effect iveness of the aircraft system .  This will be 
accomplished through the use of a s imulation program . Fir s t ,  a fleet with configurat ions 
determined by the results  of the previous analyses is established . Using the opt imum 
operational p ract ices (as previously determined) the fleet of aircraf t fight fires 
by simulat ion as they occur . At  the end of each year pertinent parame ters such as 
cost and effectiveness are totalled . These f inal totals then become the goals which 
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FIGURE 7. SS , S F ,  CB , and TC as functions of the number of b ase s . 
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FIGURE 8 .  General flow char t for determining the op timal number o f  bases . 
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all o ther configurations of systems will at temp t to reach.  

The simulat ion model will contain the following basic segments which are 
flow char ted in Figure 9 .  

A .  Airc raft trans fer - once per day at 9 a . m .  if warranted . 
B .  Fire generation - each fire will be considered in order o f  occurrenc e .  
C .  Aircraft d ispatch - a combination o f  aircraft a s  close a s  possible t o  the opt imum 

for the specific fire will be dispatched from the neare st airport where aircraft 
are availabl e .  

D .  Fire suppression - both ground crews and aircraft are used t o  suppress the fire . 
E .  Tabulation - costs and measures o f  effectiveness are tabulated for each fire , 

season and overall , 

Each of the above segments of the model with the except ion of aircraft 
dispatch have been d iscussed in detail elsewhere in thi s paper . Aircraft dispatch with 
alternative aircraft and base possibilities (none of which may be op timum) has not 
here tofore been considered . 

With a computer , it would be possible to qispatch the optimum combination 
of aircraf t ,  given any specific state of the sys tem at the time of an outbreak . 
When dispatching aircraf t to fires there is only one , or at most very few fires 
which have to be considered at  one time . This fac t dras tically l imits the number of 
possible dispatch comb inat ion which have to be considered . As a resul t ,  network 
analysis would be a readily adap table and prac tical method of optimiz ing aircraf t 
d ispatch. This technique requires a computer , however , and it  will be many years 
before operat ional dispatchers in forest fire organizations have this capability . 
As a resul t ,  current practices normally involve dispatching the closest aircraft or 
group of  aircraf t regardless of type . 

A p rocedure will be followed in the simulation model which approximates tha t 
which would be used in real life . An attempt will be made to d ispatch from the airport 
closest to the fire . If there are no aircraft or an insufficient number of aircraft at 
that location , the airport closest to the first airport will be considered . If necessary 
the second closes t and so on will also be considered until suffic ient aircraf t are found 
(if available) . 

The need to  use the airport closes t to the firs t airport rather than second 
c los es t to the fire results from the necessity of s implifying the amount of computation 
involved .  I f  airports were selected in s tric t order of p roximity to each fire , it would 
be necess ary to compute the dis tance between every fire and every airport and then sort 
the airports in order of as cending travel dis tances . Such a procedure would be  lengthy 
and it is felt that the error introduced by using the airport dis tances to determine 

' 

the order of selec tion will not be significant . Since dis tances between airports have 
already b een calculated ,  the only dis tances which have to be computed are those between 
the fire and the neares t airport . 

A few general rules to be used for aircraft  dispatch are outlined below . I t  is 
anticipated that a more detailed decision making process will be developed during the 
course of the analy�i s . 

(1)  I f  the potential rate  of production available at the closest airport (using expec ted 
rates for each aircraft operation combination at each airport)  equals or exceeds 
the rate of production of the optimum solution , dispatch the most economical 
combination of aircraf t which is closest to the op timum rate of production . 

( 2 )  If  there are no aircraf t available at the closest airport g o  t o  the second airport 
and repeat the first s tep . If necessary continue until an airport with available 
aircraf t is encountered . 
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FIGURE 9 ;  Generalized Flow Chart of the s imulation model which de termines aircraf t 
e ffectiveness .  
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(3) If the available expected produc tion rate is less than that of  the opt imum 
solution , dispatch the available aircraf t ,  te st the second airpor t (as in ( 1 )  
above) against  the remaining produc tion rate required and dispatch if applicable 
under (4 ) and ( 5 ) . 

( 4 )  I f  in either 2 or 3 above , aircraf t are s tat ioned a t  an airport ,  but are on other 
missions at the time of the new outbreak , the time when they would be free is 
compared with the time when aircraft could arrive from more dis tant airpor t s . The 
aircraf t combination which would arr ive at the fire first is dispatched . 

( 5 )  If the available produc tion rate i s  less than the op timum , bu t suf f ic ient to 
contain the f ire within a specified t ime limit , no further dispatch is made . The 
t ime l imit for this rule is the les ser of either twice the time taken by the 
op timum solution , or the maximum endurance of the aircraft ,  or four hours . 

( 6 )  An initial attack mission will no t be aborted once the at tack has begun . Aircraft 
may b e  diverted to alternate targe ts while s till enroute to their original des ti
nat ion . Howeve r ,  part of an attacking fleet may be diver ted to a second target 
af ter the at tack has commenced i f  sufficient aircraft remain to keep the original 
fire within initial at tack s tatus . 

(7 ) All f ires which canno t be contained by aircraft within four hours of detec t ion (or 
dawn of  the next day if the time of detec tion is too late for dispatch on the day 
of detect ion) are cons idered as extended at tack fires . Extended at tack fires have 
a lower priority than init ial at tack . An aircraft will no t fly an extended at tack 
mission if an initial at tack miss ion is required . Furthermore , an aircraf t will be 
withdrawn from extended a t tack in favour of an initial at tack miss ion . 

(8) If  an aircraft  has to fly for more than two hours to get to a fire it  will not be 
dispatched unless the additional produc tion rate changes the fire ' s  s tatus from 
extended to ini tial at tack . Planes may be trans ferred as backup to an airport 
which is close to the f ire however , under the terms discussed in the aircraf t  
transfer section . 

(9) On all f ires which canno t be contained by aircraf t within one day , the use of 
aircraft is considered to be in a supporting role only . This type of mission has 
the lowest prior ity . 

These rules will be appl ied to all fires in the sample .  For the purpose of 
s imulation we are assuming that the decision as to whether or no t a fire j us tif ied 
the use of aircraf t has been correc tly made by the dispatcher (subj ect to the condit ions 
specified in the sample selec t ion sec tion) . This simulation model s imply attempt s  to 
make the best use of available aircraf t ,  using decis ion criteria of a type which a well 
t rained d ispatcher could app ly in real life , with some modificat ion of  the por t ion 
which depends on prior knowledge of the opt imum solut ion for each fire . At some future 
date , should dispatchers acquire access to computers , a computer oriented procedure 
could be developed which always opt imizes aircraft dispatch . Some of the above rules 
could then be applied as cons traints to such a system .  
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I I I .  APPL ICAT I ON OF THE MODELS 

In the p revious two sections o f  this report the input parameter analysis and 
aircraf t simulation model development were descr ibed . The main purpose of this proj ect 
is the development o f  these analytical tools which can be used to s tudy aircraf t systems 
as related to forest  f ire control operations . In this section , po tential applications 
of the models are discussed . When analysing practical applications , there is one 
important cons iderat ion which cannot be accounted for by mathematical models .  That is 
the variable policy , administrative or political cons traints within which individual 
agencies mus t  operate . For this reason , app l ication o f  the models to a specific admin
istrative region would necessitate consultation with the agency which administers the 

. region . At this time , only a generalized analysis by geographical configuration wil l  
be undertaken to insure that the models are operational and to provide general answers 
which will have the widest possible applicability . Subsequently , detailed analyses of 

· specific areas could be undertaken in response to requests from individual fire control 
agencies . 

1 .  Analys is of Currently Operating Aircraft Sys tems 

Previous analyses have yielded measurements of benefits which might be derived 
through the employment of a hypothetically optimum flee t . This benefit  can be considered 
as a goal which o ther sys tems will attempt to achieve . Prac tically speaking , however , 
regardless of the finding of the previous analyses ,  f ire protection agencies will not 
be able t o  initiate wholesale changes in their current sys tems . This would be particularly 
dif f icult if  the hypothetically optimum fleet were s ignif icantly different from that 
which is currently operating . Use of the results of the p receding analyses is therefore 
limited to long range p lanning and policy decisions . 

For the above reason it  was decided to modify the models so that they could 
be  used to analyzed current systems and the effects of minor modifications to these 
systems as an aid to fire control managers for making short term decisions . The modified 
models would also yield an estimate of how close to the hyp o thetical maximum benefit 
any current system was and , in fac t ,  whether o r  not any signif icant changes were necessary 
or desirable . 

For any currently operating system ,  there are four alternatives whi ch could 
be  analyzed : 

A .  fleets in their current configuration 
B .  addition o f  aircraft and/or bases 
C .  e l iminat ion of aircraft  and/or bases 
D .  sub s t i tution o f  aircraft and/or bases . 

A .  Fleets in Their  Current Configuration 

The effectiveness o f  a fleet in it ' s current configuration mus t  be  known in 
order to make comparisons with modified versions . It is not necessary however that 
the fleet be depl oyed in exactly the same manner as is currently employed . Certain 
alterations could be made to p resent systems which do not require capital expenditure s .  
For examp l e ,  the priority o f  aircraft assignment and some methods o f  operatio� can b e  
changed with relatively little diff iculty . The purchase o f  aircraft or const ruction 
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of new bases is another mat ter however .  It s tands t o  reason therefore that the analysis 
of the fleet in it ' s current conf iguration should be on the basis of the best possible 
deployment and operational policies for the existing systems . Unless all sys tems are 
compared on this basis , the compar isons cannot be considered valid . To  analyze a fleet 
in its current configuration the following steps would be undertaken : 

( 1 )  Determine the effectiveness of each type of aircraf t in the current fleet . From 
the analyses described in I I ,  2 . , the effec tiveness of all aircraf t types are 
available . By using slightly modified versions of the computer programs used to 
determine the inputs in sect ions II , 4 ,  C . , tables can be prepared for aircraft 
in the current fleet in the same manner as for the best aircraf t .  

( 2 )  Using this data the aircraft allocation algorithm described in the same sect ion 
can be used to de termine the best allocation of the available aircraf t .  Although 
the fleet mixture is p redetermined , the allocation of specific aircraf t types in 
the opt imum manner is not .  The deployment procedure would use only current bases 
for this analysis . 

, ( 3 )  Measure the effec t iveness of the current fleet . Using the best tac tic s and methods 
of operations for the region and airc raf t  types the maximum potent ial effec tiveness 
of the current fleet can be measured . The simulation program described in I I ,  7 ,  
can be used without modification for this purpose . 

B .  Addi tion of Aircraft and/ o r  Bases 

In this analysis , tho se aircraft which were found to be optimum for the use 
conditions under consideration under I I ,  2 ,  would be added to the current fleet . The 
analysis described in A .  above would then be repeated . From a minimum o f  one up to 
any number of aircraft could be added . The effec ts of adding each aircraf t on the 
overall system benefits would be determined . A sufficient number of different quantities 
o f  aircraft can be tested to permit the development o f  a funct ion relating the addition 
of aircraft to system effec tiveness . 

In addi t ion , p otential benefits of the establ ishment o f  new bases can also 
be  determined . For this analysis , the models described in I I ,  4 and I I ,  6 ,  would be 
used . As with aircraft ,  the number of additional bases could vary from a minimum of 
one up to the number of useable airports in the province . A func tion relating sys tem 
benefits to base addi t ions would also be developed . 

C .  Eliminat ion of Aircraft  and/o r  Bases 

The procedures used in this analysis would be similar to those out l ined above 
except that aircraft and bases would be deleted rather than added . Func t ions would 
also be de termined which relate sys tem benefits (which may be negat ive) to deletions . 

D .  Subs titution of Aircraf t and/or Bases 

This analy�is would use p rocedures similar to those described in B and C 
above , except that the least effec t ive aircraf t will be  deleted from the system and 
the most effective aircraft added . With respect to bases , the analysis could involve 
the replacement of a base by another one at a better location, or conversion f rom one 
type of operat ion ( such as water based ) to another ( such a s  land based ) . Because of 
the numerous possible combinations of modificat ions this phase would require the greatest 
number of t rial runs unless a l imited number o f  p redetermined and spec ific alternatives 
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were being considered . 

Upon completion of the above analyses , it would be possible to state quanti
tatively the benefits derived from the current use of aircraf t .  It would also be possible 
to determine whether or no t minor mod ificat ions to current sys tems would be signif icantly 
beneficial and if so , the nature of the modifica tions to consider .  Having developed 
this background information , it would be possible to consider the add it ional benef its 
which would accrue through the provis ion of supplemental airc raft assistance , over and 
above what individual pro tec tion agenc ies can j ustify by themselve s .  This topic will 
be discussed in the next sec tion . 

2 .  Analysis of the Need for Supplemental Aircraft Assistance 

It has been sugges ted that individual protec tion agenc ies canno t individually 
j us tify the maintenance of a fleet of aircraft .which would be suffic iently large to 
cope with the wors t possible fire occurrence situations . A preliminary analysis of 
the requirements for and benefits of a supplemental centrally dispatched fleet has been 
comp leted (Simard and Forster , 19 7 1  a ,  b) . 

Due to the abbreviated nature of the analysis , the resul t s  can only be considered 
p reliminary . Despite this fac t ,  the study clearly demonstrated that a centrally dispatched 
supplemental fleet would be the most economical method of satisfying the demand for 
aircraf t assistance across Canada . However , a strong opinion has been expressed that 
the policy , operational and practical problems of such an operat ion are so great as 
to render the s o lution unworkable . Lacking quantitative data , to either conf irm o r  
refute such a n  opinion,  the controversy will have t o  remain unsettled . The sole obj ective 
of this section is to discuss procedures which could be used to p rovide precise quantitative 
data with respect to the need for and benefits of a supplemental central ly d ispatched 
aircraft fleet should the desire for such a sys tem manifest itself at some future date . 

This application o f  the models would require three analyses : 

A .  determinat ion of the demand for supplemental assis tance 
B .  determination o f  the optimum types of aircraft 
C .  determine the effec t ivenes s  of various supplemental systems 

A .  Determination of the Demand For Supplemental Assistance 

In general , this analysis would be carried out in a manner similar to that 
used for the analysis .of p rovincial aircraf t sys tems . The same simulation models and 
p rocedures would be used , but the input data would be  modified somewhat . More specifically , 
in determining the benefits of an aircraf t  system managed by an individual protection 
agency,  the effectiveness of the unaided ground suppression system was used as  the 
basis for comparison. Carrying the process one s tep further , in determining the benefits 
which could accrue through supplemental aircraf t assistance , the unaided provincial 
ground and aircraft systems would be used as a basis for comparison . 

T�e sample selec tion procedure discussed under II , 3 would be modified as 
follows . Ins tead of s tarting with a lis t of all fires which have occurred , the selection 
process would star t  with the list of fires requiring aircraft ass istance . From the latter 
list all fires for which the aircraft demand is not adequately satisfied wil l  be placed 
on a third lis t ,  along with complete data on the s tate of the fire and the at tacking 
force which has been dispatched . Fires which will no t be included in the third list 
are : 
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(1)  Fires with adequate dispatch . If a fire is succe ss fully attacked it will not be 
considered even though the at tack may no t be as effective as the hypothet ical 
optimum . 

( 2 )  Fires with negative benefits . It is assumed tha t during a heavy fire load period 
there will be sufficient work required on positive benefit fires that dispatch to 
the former will not be considered simply due to the lack of aircraf t .  

One point  to consider is which of the current fleet s  to  use as the basis of 
comparison , current configurations or modified versions . Since the results of this 
analysis would be used as the basis for both short  and long term planning , an at tempt 
would be made to estimate future needs as well as current . Therefore , three versions 
of the current flee ts would be considered : current configuration s ,  modified versions 
which yields the greatest ne t return , and versions about halfway in between . 

· B .  Determinat ion o f  the Opt imum Types o f  Aircraft 

This analysis would consider a number of questions : 

(1)  the effect iveness of each aircraft type with respec·t to fire suppression 
( 2 )  the compatib ility of each aircraft type with current systems 
( 3 )  the maintainability of each aircraft type at remote locations 
(4) the relationship between effectiveness and transfer cos t s  
( 5 )  uniformity o f  aircraf t types - the greater the number of different types of 

aircraf t - the greater will be the maintenance costs and operational difficult ies . 

Other questions could develop during the course o f  this analysis . It is anticipated 
that answers to most  of the above questions could be obtained by nothing more sophis t i-
cated than an examinat ion of the data which has been acquired in the previous 
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analyses - particularly II , 2 .  Further analysis specifically related to an operation 
of a Canada-wide nature may be necessary but if such is the case it should prove to 
be fairly s traightfo rward . 

C .  Determine the effect iveness o f  various supplemental systems 

In the analysis of current fleets it was possible to use a determinist ic app roach 
to determine the op t imum number of aircraft for the fleet . Such an approach was used 
because mos t  of the demand for each aircraft was sufficiently close to the base airport  
that t ransfer would generally not be necessary to satisfy initial attack requirements .  
S ince aircraf t t ransfer i n  anticipation o f  demand was not expected t o  b e  a majo r  component 
o f  current systems , it was possible to determine the approximate fleet size in the absence 
o f  transfer , and then adj ust the size on the basis of information derived from the analysis 
of the effec t s  of transfer . 

In the case of a supplemental centrally dispatched Canada-wide fleet  there 
would be no permanent bases with respec t to operations . Furthermore , transfer in 
anticipation of demand would be a maj o r  component of such a sys tem.  Since the amount , 
o f  transfer required to satisfy the demand would be inversely related to  the number 
of aircraf t available,  the two factors must  be considered s imultaneously . Las tly , both 
o f  these factors would affect the overall system benefits which implies that all three 
have to be considered simultaneously . 

An interval halving approach could be used to determine an opt imum solution . 
That is , the benefi t s  of a fleet which contains more than the optimum number o f  aircraft 
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would be determined . Then the benefits of a fleet which contain half that number of  
aircraf t are  determined . Following this , the interval which is  most likely to  contain 
the maximum benefit is halved and the benefits at the mid point are calculated . This 
procedure is repeated until that number of aircraft which produces the greatest net 
benefit is determined . The model used to measure sys tem effec tiveness described in 
Section I I , 7 would be used for this analysis . 

The method of computing the number of airc raf t to be used for the first step 
in the above p rocedure would be as follows : potential savings are analyzed on a daily 
basi s .  An array o f  n aircraft is established where n i s  greater than or equal t o  the 
maximum number of aircraf t which were required on any single day . For the first day 
of the season , the highest savings are attributed to the first aircraft , the second 
highe st to the second aircraf t ,  and so on until all the demand for that day is accounted 
for .  Nothing is attributed to those aircraft which are not used . The same procedure 
is followed for each day , by adding savings to the previous value s .  The initial number 
of aircraft would be that number where the total savings j ust exceed s the fixed costs 
of maintaining the aircraft . Since aircraft will not always be in the optimum location , 
and since aircraf t trans fer costs were no t considered , this number of aircraft will 
clearly be greater than the opt imum number . 

One last point to consider is the method of calculating fixed cos t s .  If a 
supplemental f leet were completely separated from current systems the to tal aircraft 
fixed costs would have to be used . On the other hand , if aircraf t from current f leets 
were used to form part or all of a supplemental fleet , that portion of the fixed costs 
which have already been accounted for within the current sys tems would have to be excluded . 
The resul t of this exclusion would be to allow a greater number of aircraf t to be used 
in a supplemental fleet . To examine the effect of such an operating policy , three 
alternative fleet compositions could be  examined : 

( 1 )  a fleet composed entirely of newly acquired aircraft 
(2)  a fleet composed of  newly acquired and currently operational aircraf t  
( 3 )  a fleet composed entirely of currently operational aircraft .  

More than one alternative could be examined under ( 2 )  above . 
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SUMMARY 

The Forest Fire Research Ins titute , in cooperation with the Forest Economics  
Research Institute , is conduc ting a study to determine the opt imum use of aircraft for 
forest fire suppression . In the analys is two obj ective func tions are used : (1)  minimize 
suppression expenditures and ( 2 )  minimize area burned . The fact that these goals are 
no t complementary necess itates a dual app roach which will minimize each independently 
of the o ther . Following this , d ifferences between the two solut ions will be resolved 
to achieve a balanced resul t .  

1 .  Input Parameter Analysis 

.A.  Fire Behaviour and Occurrence 

A basic requirement for the analysis of any fire suppression system is an 
understanding of and the ability to predict the behaviour and occurrence of forest fires . 
Since the recently developed Canadian Fores t Fire Weather Index is expec ted to be 
considerably more accurate in predicting fire growth and f ire occurrence , a thorough 
analysis of the index is necessary . The maj or topics to be inves tigated under this 
section are : 

(1)  Free burning rate of growth 
( 2 )  Rate of growth during suppression 
( 3 )  Probabil ity of fire occurrence 
(4 ) Fire weather index analysis . 

B .  Effec t iveness o f  the Ground Suppression System 

The standard against which aircraft suppression systems will be evaluated is 
the basic ground suppress ion system .  The various elements o f  the ground suppression 
model are combined with the fire behaviour model to determine by simulation the size 
at  which a fire can be controlled with ground forces onl y .  The components o f  the 
ground suppression sys tem are : 

(1)  Travel time 
( 2 )  Rate of line cons truction 
( 3 )  Rate of mop-up 
(4 ) Effect of multiple simultaneous fires . 

C .  Economic Analysis 

The purpose of the economic analysis is (1) to provide the necessary data for 
the minimization 01 suppression cost s ,  and (2) to provide data for the establishment of 
realistic constraints for that portion o f  the s tudy which will minimize area burned . 
Topics to be analyzed under the economic analysis section are : 

(1)  Ground suppression costs 
(2)  Relative land values 
( 3 )  Accep table average annual area burned . 
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D .  Analysis of parame ters related to aircraft operat ions 

In this section data are accumulated with which it will be possible to 
compare the effic iency of aircraft operations with ground operations . It will also be 
possible to compare the var ious aircraft with each o ther . Input parameters to be 
analyzed are :  

(1)  Fire to lake dis tance distribut ions 
( 2 )  The amount of water or retardant required to control wildf ires 
( 3 )  Water o r  retardant distribution pat terns o n  the ground 
(4 ) Aircraf t charac teris t ics . 

2 .  Aircraf t Systems Analysis 

S imulat ion models are being developed which will facilitate analysis of any 
or all of the fo llowing : 

A .  Determine the optimum aircraf t and methods o f  operation 
B .  Establish the demand for aircraft  assis tance 
C .  Determine the preliminary fleet mixture and distribut ion 
D .  Estimate the opt imum fleet size 
E .  Analyze aircraft transfer and f inal fleet optimization 
F .  Determine the po tent ial effectiveness o f  the hypo thetically op timum fleet . 

3 .  Application of the Models 

In order to assess the benef its which could be derived through the prov�s�on 
of supplemen tary assis tance , the benefits of the presently operat ing air tanker sys tems 
must  be determined . With the models developed in sec tion 2 ,  analysis of  any or all 
of the following alternat ives could be undertaken : 

A .  Analysis of current ly operating aircraft systems 
( 1 )  The current conf iguration 
( 2 )  Addit ion of aircraf t and/ or bases 
( 3 )  El imination o f  aircraf t and/ or bases 
(4 ) Substitution of  airc raft and/ or bases 

B. Analysis of the need for supplemental aircraft assis tance 

The models which were developed for analys is of 
modif ied to analyze the need for supplemental assis tance . 
or no t this step would be warranted will be based both on 
analyses and the amount of interest which is generated . 
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PROJECT PROGRESS  REPORT 

I .  ACQUISITION OF DATA 

A .  Fire Data (individual provinces)  

1 .  F ire Data Received 
2 .  Supplemental Data Received 
3 .  Maps and Overlays Complete 
4 .  Coding Complete 
5 .  Data Edited 
6 .  Data Processing Complete 

B .  Weather Data (C . M . S . )  

provinces completed 

7 
7 
7 
4 
2 
2 

1 .  C . M . S .  Data Processing Complete 10 
2 .  S tations Selected 10 
3 .  Weather Data Received 9 
4 .  FFRI Data Processing Complete 9 
5 .  F ire Weather Index Completed 9 

C .  Fire and Weather Tape Merged 

I I .  INPUT PARAMETER ANALYSIS 

2 

Data Distributions 2 
Free burning fire growth 1 
Probability of Fire Occurrence 2 
Fire Weather Index Analysis 9 
Travel Time 1 
Rate of Line Cons truc tion 1 
Rate of Mop-up 1 
Effect of Mul t iple Fires 1 
Ground Suppres s ion Costs 2 
Relative Land Values 1 
Acceptable Annual Area Burned 0 
Fire to Lake Distance Distributions 4 

I I I .  AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS ANALYS I S  

This analysis i s  currently i n  the programming phase . 
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